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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
~eech can be considered one of the oldest disciplines, for it 
has a five thousand year history. It was the first "subject taught 
in the Western I\Orld when formal education was organized in the com-
munities bordering the Mediterranean baa. Among the Egyptians, Greeks 
and Romans the first schools were schools of speech."l Americans live 
in a land where f ree speech is the first on the list of basic freedomse 
Only recently, however, have college courses in speaking won academic 
respectability. 
In a talk significantly entitled "From Doghouse to Doctorate, u 
Dr. Lee Emerson Bassett, Professor Emeritus of Stanford Universit,y, 
contrasts the conditions in the early days of the 1900 ' s with those 
at mid-century. Up to 1915 a few speech courses were "imbedded in 
the curriculum announced by the Department of l!hglish11 ; 2 by 1949 
speech work had expanded to provide, not only an undergraduate major 
but advanced offerings even unto the doctorate. 
The Department of Speech at Colby Junior Coll ege for Women has 
attained a certain recognition; it is respectable. ·However, its 
status has by no means soared to the peak reached by the Departments 
of Music and art, not to mention English and ~cience. The Department 
10liver, Robert T.; Dickey, Dallas C.; and Zelko, Harold P., 
Comunicative Speech, l'lew York: The Dryden Press, 1955, P• 8. 
. 
2Mouat, Lawrence H~nry, A Guide to Effective Public ~peaking, 
.I:Soston: D. C. Heath and Company, 195.:;, PP• 252-253, quohliig a speech 
delivered by Dr. Lee rlmerson Bassett on Thanksgiving D~, 1949, San Jose, 
California. 
2 . 
of Music offers siX course s taught by four instructor s; t he Department 
of Art gives nine courses taught by three instructors; the Department 
of Speech presents three courses taught by one instructor. 
Although the Administr at.ion and the Academic Conmittee have agreed 
to support some recomnendations made by the Department of b'peech, the 
consensus is that no real expansion can take place until new facilities 
become available. 
Recen~ the trustees agr eed that a Fine Arts Center to be called 
Sawyer Hall will be erected within the next four years. The Depart.ment.s 
of Speech, Music, and Art will be housed in the new structure wh.ich 
will contain a theatre as well as speech classrooms, offices, laboratory, 
and possibly a radio studio. 
Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to outline a speech progr am 
'Which can be instituted at Col by Junior College for Women when the new 
quarters become available. Suggestions made her e are based upon the 
assumption that the permanent enrollment will remain about 500 . 
Justj,fication: In formulating these proposals the basic purpose 
of the junior college mUBt be considered. According to the Catalogue, 
"Colby Junior College seeks to provide the student with some knowledge 
of herself, the wrld around her, and the ideas that have shaped her 
spiritual heritage • ••• at the compl eti on of her progr am the student 
should be prepared to go on with her education, find rewarding empl oy-
ment, or take her place as a homemaker and intel ligent citizen in the 
conuntmity. 111 
1Col~ Junior College Bull etin, Catalogue Issue, Vol. xv, No. 1, 
March, 19 , p . 17. 
'Xhese purposes coincide ~~th the often r epeated belief that the 
first two years of college should provide a general education. .l!;ven 
the terminal courses, as they are organized at Colby, require that as 
much as SO per cent of the work be done in the liberal arts fields • 
.An article llhich appeared in last December 1 s issue of the Junior 
College Journal remarked, ".l!;mphasis on general goals dur:ing the first 
two years of college is more widely approved than college and junior 
college faculties lmow. ul The same article gave statistics to show 
that freshmen and transfer students at Hichigan State ranked ability 
to express one's thoughts effectively second among the general goals 
of education, while sophomores and seniors ranked the same ablliV" 
third on the list of the many goals mentioned. 
Keeping in mind, then, the needs of the junior college, cognizant 
of t he fact that one major du~ in speech is to provide a grasp of 
fundamentals, the specific aims of the present department may be ex-
plained in this fashion: ~ince toda;y' s college graduate is expected 
to employ oral connntmication in both fonnal and informal situations, 
it is the aim of the Department of Speech and Dramatics to enable Colby 
Junior College students to develop their speaking abilities to meet the 
practical demands of a voca.1. society. Although a student cannot major 
in speech, probably should not major at the junior college level, the 
department endeavors to offer basic courses which are fundamental for 
further work in speech and theatre. 
1warr:ington, Wil~ard G., Kidd, John w., Dabuke, Harold L., 
"General Education--Its Importance During the First Two Years of 
College, " Junior College Journal, 26, December, 1955, pp. 229-2J2. 
Scope: This study will include 
1. 'Ihe history of speech training at Colby Junior College 
2. A review of the present program 
). An analysis of programs in other representative jmior 
colleges, senior colleges, and universities 
4. A proposed future program 
Definition: The American College Dictionary defines speech as 
"oral communication; expression of human thought and emotions by speech 
sounds and gesture." 
'!he <.ruarterly Journal of Speech records that a group of "elder 
statesmen" appeared at the Association Luncheon on December 29 , 1954, 
in the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago to try to answer the question 
1 11 \Vhat is Speech? 11 Dr. A. Craig Baird defended the "general symbol, 
.:>peech, which still stands at the masthead of our cormnon stationery . "2 
Dr. w • .Norwood tirigance stated that the need is for a term embracing 
the whole field not representing just one special part of it . 
Dr. Andrew T. Weaver declared, "The term ~eech, as I use it, 
may be defined as the process by which one indiVidual tthe speaker) 
seeks to stimulate and influence the mental activity of another indi-
vidual (or other individuals) through the use of visible and/or audible 
symbols produced solely, and without instrumental mediation, by the 
speaker's own muscles and mental activity.") 
1lien.ry 1 • .l!;wbank, t>r., a . Craig Baird, w. Norwood Brigance., 
Wayland M. Parrish, and Andrew T. Weaver, "what is ~peech'l A Symposium, 11 
The t..!uarterl y Journal of ::>peech, Vol. XLl, No . 2, Apr il, 1955, pp. 145-153 
2Ibid. , P• 145. 
Jibid.' p. 152 ~ 
s. 
Following the exampl e set by the national organization cal1ed the 
~eech As sociat:iDn of America, s~eech, as tbe tem Wi.J..l be used in tbis 
discussion, refers to the ldlole field or oral. expression. In th.is paper 
the word speech is all- inclusive; it embraces fw::ldamentals, -mice and 
diction, public speaking, oral. interpretation, acting, play production, 
and radio; for to all these parte of the t<O"holo tho designation i s 
applicable. 
6. 
CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORY OF .':iPEECH TRAINil\lQ AT COLBY JUNIOR COLLIDE 
History of the Speech Program at New London Academy 1838-1928 
Based upon a Htudy of the Catalogues Preserved 
in the Colbyana Room of the Fernald Library 
at Colby Junior College for Women 
New London Academy from which the present Colby Junior College 
grew was incorporated by an act of the 11 .:ienate and House of Represen-
tatives in General Court convened"1 on the fourth of' July, 1837. 
~usan Colby, daughter of Governor Anthony Colby, was the first teacher 
and Lady Principal. 
The earliest catalogue which could be called a Colby Catalogue was 
issued in 1838. There it was officially recorded that "Declamation, 
Composition, and Rhetoric Exercises are required once eve~J week, each 
occurring once in three weeks. 112 From 1840 to the mid 1840's s uch 
nexercisesn occurred once in two Heeks in hall before both schools 
assembled. 11 3 
New London Academy nearly ceased to exist during the late 1840's, 
but the school was reVived in 1854 as the New London Literary and 
.Scientific Institution. From 1854-1886 composition and declamation 
lftolre, Henry K., A Centennial History 1837-19 37 Colby AcadetW- -
Colby Junior Coll~e> Published New LOndon, New Hampshire : Colby 
Junior College, 1937, p. ~. 
2Catalogue of the Officersfoinstructors, and ~tudents of the 
Academical Institution at New ndon, New Hampshire, Ending 
November 27, 1838, Concord: Printed by Newel A. Foster, 1838, P• 11. 
3catalogue of the Officersfoinstructors, and Students of the 
Academical Institution at New ndon New H shire, Ending November 
Twenty-Seventh, 1 40, Concord: Printed by Asa r-lcFarland, 1840, p . 11. 
were required throughout the year. Two extracurricular societies, 
established about 1854, were connected with the "Male Department" 
of the institution. The Euphemian Association and the United Friends 
met once a week for "improvement in speaking and writing . "1 
Professor B. F . Rowe , named as a teacher of elocution, taught in 
the Male Department of the institution in 1856. During the next siX 
years the classical course stipulated rhetorical exercises and com-
position weekly with original declmruations the senior year. 
A Normal Department coni:)ined with the College Preparatory Course 
in 1862. According to the catalogue of that year" •••• our school pro-
vi des thorough instruction in Arithmetic, Algebra, English, Grammar, 
Geography, Orthography, and .1!.1.ocution •••• "2 
In nearly aJ.l schools and colleges of the nineteenth century 
classical studies stood first in importance. Much of what would be 
called speech today was an integral part of courses in Latin and Greek 
during the Civll War years. An interesting bit of information imparted 
to students :in the New London Institution through the 'l'enth Annual Cata-
logue follows. 11 'l'he students in the classics during the second and 
third years1 are required to prepare translations and original essays 
in connection with their classical studies to be read before the classes. 
~irst Annual Catalogue of the Officers and Students of the New 
London Liter and Scientific Institution, New London, New Hampshire, 
or the Academical ear 1 4, ~indsor Vermont: Printed at Vermont 
Chronical Press, 1854, p. 21. 
2Ninth Annual Catalogue of the Officers and <::ltudents of the New 
·London r.iterary and Scientific Institution, New LOndon, New ftampshire 
for the Academical Year 1862, p. 15 
8. 
Members of the classes in Rhetoric and English Grammar are also 
required to read cornposi tions before their classes subject to criti-
cisrn b,y teacher and scholars. ~tudents not thus provided for will 
fcr:n a composition class by themselves. 
11Gentlemen who are in the classical course are expected to declaim. 
all others Will be expected to declaim unless they pr esent l-ii'i tten re-
quests . fro1n their parents or guardians that t hey may be excused, or be:ing 
of age shall request it themselves. 
"Public decl amations occur every week before the entire school. 
Daily opportunity for private r ehearsal is also given. "1 
.a versatile woman named Miss Adel aide L. Smiley listed as 11 Assistant 
'reacher" taught Lat.:in, Rhetoric, Engl ish Gramnar, and Botany. I t is 
asstuned she conducted those "daily r ehearsals" for nervous speakers . 
~n' speech no significant changes occurred between the years 1865 
and 1886. "Students in regular courses'" continued "to meet weekly in 
their respective classes for rhetorical exercises. O·ther students were 
assigned to classes for these exercises according to their attainments. 112 
.l!.ven the scientific curriculum mentioned for the first time in 1870 
ordered "frequent pr actice in Composition and Declamation. 113 
. 
1Tenth Annual Catalogue of t he Officers and Students of the New 
London Litera.J:Y and .::>cientific Institution, New LOndon, New Hampshire, 
for the Academical Year 1863, P• 18. 
2
'l'welfth Annual Catalogue of the Officer s and ~tudents of the New 
London Literary and Scientific Instituti on, New LOndon, New Hampshire, 
1865, P• 21 
3.:;,eventeenth Annual. Catalo ue of the Officers and >:>tudents of the 
Although several women were cited on the facul~ rolls of the 
period as teachers of elocution, no specific statement indicates a 
speaking requirement as part of the Ladies ' Course. Elocution in-
structors must have l ived well in 1878, for the catalogue of that 
year notes that the charge for ten lessons, apparently "private" 
l essons, cost t he reckless spender a dollar and fif~ cents. ~ince 
1878 was the year when the Literary and ~cientific Institution was 
rechristened Colby Academy, mone.y perhaps f lowed more f reely. 
Speaking may not have seemed to the administration a necessary 
adjunct of a laqy ' s education. However, the literary societies 
which g irls did join sponsored speaking activities. Two extracurri-
cular groups existed f rom about l t380-1895. These societies were des-
cribed as "two excellent l iterary societies connected With the school--
the Philalethian Literary Association and the Ladies ' Literary ~ciety, 
each of which holds weekly meetings. 
" 'Ihe societies are designed for ir.lprovement in speaking and writing; 
to promote facility in debate and extemporaneous s peaking; and to keep 
their members acqua:inted with all the stirring and important questions 
1 
of the day." 
Officialdom recognized woman 1 s right to speak in 1886 when the Old 
~cientific and the Ladies ' Courses were fused into the academic Course. 
From 1886-1891 three terms of essqs and el ocution were ta.ueht for 
senior s. 
lcatalo ue of the Officers and Students of Colb Acad 
Year 1879-1 o, averhill, Massachusetts : Publishing 
Gay, and Co. , 1880, p. 21 
for the 
of Bridgman, 
10. 
1892 and 1893 daw.ned with no mention of speaking in the curricula 
outlined. Extr acur ricular pursuit s remained the same with student or-
ganizations sponsoring oratorical activ-ities . 
The For][-First Annual Catalogue of the Colby Academy published in 
1894 l isted ur.locution11 as a third tenn requirement in the second year 
of the ~ientific Course. The same catalogue issue further states that 
ncareful attention is given to the l!:ngl ish language by providing for 
the study of Gr amnar, Analysis, Rhetoric, .E.l ocution, and lmglish and 
American Literature . 111 
By 1896 four literary societies 11all designed for improvement in 
speaking and writing, to promote facility in debating and extemporaneous 
speaking"2 existed at Colby Academy. 'lhe Granite Debating l::lociety which 
appeared, according to t he r ecords, in 1897 remained in existence for 
several years. Debating appealed to the young men of the academr in the 
early 1900's, for some form of forensics received official mention through 
1919. Fur ther extracurricular r ecognition appeared in 1898 ~en two 
pr izes of five dollars each were awarded for excellence in Declamation 
and Recitation . 
A1though · the year 1900 int~oduced a · new century, oral expression 
showed no added vigor. Horace HcKean, so the record s<qs, taught oratory, 
but no specific cour ses show the nature of the work he offered. 
11. 
~uring the for t.y years from 1900 to 1940 most speech work at Colby 
was presented under the aegis of Engl ish instructors. For example, 
the ~nnual Catalogue for the year 1907 contained this statement: 11 In 
all literary classes much attenti on is given to reading and speaking . 
~tudents are frequently required to memorize and r ecite sel ected passages 
of pr ose and verse. all students except ~niors, ar e required to speak 
in public twice during the year. 1'he contestants for the prize speak:ings 
in June are selected upon the basis of the excellence of the work done 
at these public recitals."1 
Three gr aduates of the school, the Honorable .Janes ~. ~hepard of 
the class of 186J, 1-lr. James H. Burpee of the cl ass of 1865, and l1rs. 
Mary Burpee Macomber' of the class of 1885 , offered three prizes for 
excellence in public declamation. These awards, given for the first 
time in 1909, have been presented in some form for outstanding work in 
speaking each year since their inception. 
Few changes occurr ed between 1907 a.''ld 1918. By the close of lvorld 
War I all ~glish courses requi red oral composition every other week. 
Selected students enrolled in the fir st three classes participated in 
the prize speaking contest at the close of the year, while seniors took 
part in debates, presented oral compositions , and were expected to 
prepare 11original essays suitable for presentation at the annual t.;ommence- · 
ment exercises. 112 The next decade br ought little difference in either 
l Annual Catalogue of the Colby Academy, New London, New Hampshire, 
F'ranklin, New Hampshire : Journal Transcript Press, 1907, p • .34. 
2.ti.Illlual CataJ.ogue of the ColbY: Acade&, New London, New Ha!npshire, 
Franklin, New Hampshire: Journal l'ranscript Press, 1920, p. 16. 
12. 
the curricular or extracurricular speech activities. 
In 1925, as the curtain began to descend on the days of the 
• 
Academy, Cyrus Durgin, today the Drama Critic for The Boston Globe, 
received the second prize as a senior ess~ist for his contribution 
entitled u1he National 'Ibeatre". 'lhe er a which ended in 1928, slightly 
more than a century after the founding of the school on New London Hill, 
had seen speaking frequently accepted, even required as an adjunct to 
other disciplines; seldom, hmv-ever, was it welcomed as more than an 
academic stepchild. 'l'wel ve years more l-rer e to elapse before "diction 
and dramatic arts" became a full fledged departmental me111ber of the 
Colby f amily. 
History of the Speech Program at Colby Junior College 
for Women 1928-1946. Based Upon a Stuqy- of the 
Catalogues Availabl e in the Colbyana Room 
of the Fernald Libra~ at Colby Junior 
College for Women 
13. 
Under the leadership of Dr. H. Leslie ~a~er, Headmaster since 192.3, 
Colby Academy, a coeducational schoo~ became Colby Junior College for 
"11omen in the year 1928. Although all English courses continued to cite 
oral composition in the catalogue descriptions of English work, no men-
tion of speech as such appeared until 1931-1932 when ~nglish 110, Effec-
tive Expression, gave six credit hours to those who elected it. 
The first real catalogue for the Junior College only appeared in 
1932-193.3 . Among the extracurricular clubs was Rouge Pot organized as 
an honor~ dramatic society pr esenting plays under the supervision of 
a fac ul ty director . "Voice placement, diction, articulation, pronuncia-
tion, and enunciation-are stressed along with interpretation. 111 The 
following year ~nglish 123-124 called Spoken English, meeting one hour 
a week each semester, stood alone as a very slender sapling of a speech 
offering . 
When prize speaking first came into being at Colby Academy, the name 
James H. Burpee was associated with the venture, for, as previously 
stated, he provided one of the awards. The Junior College continued 
the tradition initiated by Mr. Burpee and other interested alumni by 
l colby Junior College Catalogue, New London, New Hampshire : 
Published by Colby Junior College, 1932, p. 74. 
giving annually a progr am called the Burpee Prize ~alcillg Contest. 
l-'..r . Burpee, a trustee, established a fmd the income from which pro-
Vided three pr izes "to be given to t.nose students, who, in the opinion 
of the judges, excel in the annual contest. ul 
.Just twenty y ears ago a speech course appeared in the curriculum. 
'l'rua the offer ing made its bow through the Department of fulglish, but 
that year l!ilgl ish 7- 8 was entitled Ur al Interpretation. .Principles 
and technique were stressed With the emphasis during the second semester 
upon the oral interpretation of poetry and drama. Only seniors could 
elect Oral Interpretation the first year it was given, but t he second 
year both juniors and senior s were adm1. tted. In its final appearance 
\Dlder the Department of English, Oral Interpretation was described in 
the follo"'ing manner: "To prepare for the dally demands of college 
life and later years, students learn the principles and practice the 
techniques of good speech. There ie constant emphasis on talking w-ell 
in informal conversational situations, but consider abl e time is given 
to the oral interpretation of 11 terature!'2 A student who elected Oral 
Interpr etation earned six credits toward her degree. No doubt the 
material was taught well, for the present Chairman of the Department 
of ~lish, an excellent instructor, presided over the class. 
'!be decade which opened in 1940 saw the Department of Diction and 
lJr&!l'\atic Arts instituted at Colby Junior College under the guidance of 
lcolby Junior College Cat.alogue, L'few London, New Hampshire: 
.t'ublished by Col by Junior College, 19JJ, p . b1. 
2colby; Junior College Catal ogue, New London, New Hampshire: 
~ublished by Colby Junior College, 1939, P• 46 . 
lS. 
the first speech instructor employed by the Administration. Georgina 
Johnston, a Well esley College graduate, received her Master of F~e 
Arts degree from Yale University in 19.36. W'ith her appearance on the 
campus the partnership of ~peech and l!:nglish was "most happily dissolved. " 
The new Department of Diction and Dramatic Arts stressed the impor-
tance of pleasing vocal quality and clear, understandable, acceptable 
diction for women in business, in the professions, and in social life. 
Speech 1-2, Voice and Diction, prerequisite to other work in t he field, 
attempted to provide an opportuni~ for the girls at Colby to develop 
their potentialities thro~gh class practice, through listening, and 
through constructive criticism. 
Dramatic Interpretation known o.dicially as Cipeech 21-22 included 
instruction in acting, advanced diction, and play directing. The prin-
cipal aims of this course were to foster an "appreciation and enjoyment 
of the best in literature and to develop sensitiVity to the spoken word. nl 
To aid in achieving the goals set a choric speech group functioning as a 
verse speaking choir presented several programs during the year. 
~uge Pot continued to produce the major dramatic events, while 
the Burpee Prize Speaking Contest furnished a bearing for oral reading 
enthusiasts. 
a second instructor increased the department personnel in 1941 th.us 
making possible several new courses. Diction 1-2 became Fundamentals of 
~peech; Diction and Dramatic Interpretation was called Diction and Drama 
S-6 . Four entirely new elective courses introduced students to play 
lcolby Junior College Catalogue, New London, New Hampshire: 
Published by Colby Junior College, 1941, p. 72. 
16. 
production and to radio technique. Walter ~. tl. Teschan, the new 
instructor assisted Miss Johnston with Fundamentals and Dramatic Inter-
pretation. Miss Johnston taught 1beatre 9, ~lementary Pl~ Production, 
and Theatre 10, Radio Technique., while Mr . Teschan taut_ht Theatr e 15 , 16, 
~evelopment of the Theatre. A speech clinic offer ed remedial work with-
out credit to any girls in need of individual. help. Tests given in the 
fall helped to determine the spee~h needs of each student. 
Extracurricular activities changed little ; although a drama work-
shop instituted in 1941 became the general theatre group . tiouge Pot 
advanced or perhaps returned to the status of honorary dramatic soci ety. 
The verse speaking choir continued to per form, but it allied itself 
less directly with Dramatic Interpretation. 
according to the catalogue the personnel and courses remained t he 
same until 1943 when a different instructor accepted the responsibilities 
of the department. Unofficial sources, perhaps uncatalogued sour ces 
would be more accurate, speak of difficulties during 1942, a year when 
Diction 1-2, Fundamentals of ~peech, continued with speech clinic and 
verse speaking choir under the direction of the new instructor. a mem-
ber of the becretarial ::>cience Department, for some reason which has not 
been clearly stated, accepted the responsibilit.Y of teaching Theatre 9, 
Introduction to Theatre, offered either semester; she served as sponsor 
for the Drama Workshop and Houge Pot, directed the pl ays for the two 
societies, and rehearsed the speakers for the Burpee Prize ~peaking 
(.;on test. 
The college owned no theatre in the early 1940 ' s; no radio workshop 
wortqy of the name or otherwise existed; nevertheless the r ecords show 
17. 
that the department sponsored considerable dramatic activity. 
another reorganization took place in 1944 when Miss Evelyn 
A:ieedorf, a graduate of Maryville College and the lhiversity of Wisconsin 
was appointed to guide the ever-changinb department, henceforth to be 
kno~ as the Department of ~peech and Dramatics, Voice and Diction re-
mained intact as ~peech 1-2; Discussion 3 proVided for a semester of 
study of parliamentary law and group discussion procedures. Introduc-
tion to Theatre 9 was offered tentatively either semester. A girl :in 
need of help to correct speech defects could arrange with the instructor 
for individual assistance. Extracurricular groups remained unchanged. 
With the advent of 1945 Miss Evel yn ~edorf continued to present 
Voice and Diction. Oral Interpretation 4 was opened to approved students 
With permission of the instructor . Acting 5 and Uements of Play Produc-
tion 6 provided general el ectives for the first and second semesters 
respectively. 
At this time a chapter of Delta Psi Omega, a national honorary 
dramatic fraternity, made its appearance on the Colby Junior College 
campus with the initiation of the eleven charter members. Houge Pot 
became the regular dramatic cl ub from Which el ections to the new 
fraterni~ were made. As usual the Burpee Prize 8peaking Contest 
attracted several girls eager to participate in an oral reading program. 
History of the Speech Program at Colby Junior College 
for Women 1946-1955 
18. 
When the writer accepted the appointment to join the facult,y in 
bept ember, 1946, she had just completed her seventh season with the 
New London Players. A graduate of Bates College, she had received 
her M~ster ' s degree in speech from Curry College in 1940 and had done 
further graduate work at the Rhode I s land College of Education . 
In 1946 the Colby enrollment stood at approximately )50 studente • 
.No one had remained in the speech position more than two years . The 
instability of courses from one session to the next is reported to 
have resulted from the frequent shifts in personnel. The .t!.d.IU:inistration 
suggested that a choice be. made between teaching oral interpretation 
and acting . .:>ince, as noted, the new instructor had spent several. 
seasons in professional summer stock and since the g irls themselves 
indicated a s t ronger interest in dramatic actiVities than in oral r eading, 
the decision to teach Acting 5 the first semester and Play Production 6 
the second semester seemed a wise one. 
Voice and Diction 1-2, a full- year elective carrying six credits, 
was retained as the major curricular contribution of the department. 
'lhis course which presented the ftmdamentals essential for terminal 
students or for t he pursuit of more advanced work in speech could be 
chosen to fulfill the Field III t~ression and Appreciation) requirement 
:in the Liberal Arts curriculum. In the f all of 1946 the academic Committee 
registered students for two relativel y large diction classes which proved 
unwieldy ! or the t,ype of progr am g iven, and a third division was 
19. 
organized. Since that time a limit of eighteen has been placed upon 
class membership. 
Plans to offer acting matured too late to allow for its election 
the first semester, but a small group entered the pl af production class 
in Februar.y, 1947. Those girls, in cooperation with the dramatic clubs, 
assisted with the technical work for the spr ing play that year, thus 
ins tituting a practice which has continued. 
The teaching load during 1947-1948 was twelve hours a week. Voice 
and Diction accounted for n~e hours each semester, Acting for three 
hours the first semester, and Plaf Production for three hours the second. 
The class in acting produced a one- act play "~ Wonderful in White" by 
N. Richard Nusbaum, on December 17, 1947. Succeeding classes have con-
tinued the custom inaugurated nine years ago. 
~eech tests re-introduced in 1947 were discontinued in 1951, for 
the schedule allowed no time for remedial work with students who needed 
it. 
Early in 1948 the Administration requested that the Academic Committee 
make a departmental survey. At the time the Department of Speech did 
not hold membership on the committee, but the instructor was asked to 
make recommendations. The records show that on March 16, 1948 she pre-
sented her report to the group pl.n'Sui.l'lg the study . The secretary's 
minutes do not r ecord the specific suggestions offered. The,y do note 
that the instructor stated that her 11recomrnendations were not necessarily 
for the next year but for the time when the college authorities wished 
to enlarge the department •••• The Committee decided that it was not 
desirable to expand now •••• ; hence voted that the courses in Speech 
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and Dramatics should remain as in the 191.~7-1948 catalog. 111 
.Pertinent here is the fact that even in 1948 the erection of a 
Fine Arts Center was seriously discussed. Since 1947 few basic changes 
have been made in the speech offerings, for academic expansion must be 
preceded ~ the erection of a new building and must be accompanied b.1 
the appo:intment of at least two additional speech instructors. The 
number of hours taught has increased from nine in the fall of 1947 to 
fifteen in the spring of 1955. 
The history of one of Col by 1 s oldest traditional programs, called 
originally the Burpee Prize Speaking Contest, has been recounted through 
the spring of 1946. boon after the contest in 1947, the .department 
sought and received permission from President H. Leslie &wyer to hold 
a recital rather than a contest. The change began when a group of stu-
dents participated in the James H. Burpee Speech Recital in 1948 . No 
prizes were given; however, appropriate awards, presented on Awards D~ 
to girls who took part in the program, were purchased with income from 
the sum allocated ~ the late Hr. Burpee for the purpose. 
Both participants and audience agreed that the new type of speaking 
program alleviated tension on both sides of the footlights • . The range 
of selections immediately became more varied, for the students no longer 
felt a compulsion to choose material to pl ease the j udges. Contrast in 
oral reading techniques could be sho~, since girls presenting Bible 
readings were permitted to use a manuscript, and those giving other types 
of material memorized their selections. 
lMmutes of the Academic Committee, Colby Junior College, March 16, 
1948, ~arguerite H. Mor ey, Secretary, p. 1 . 
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Delta Psi Omega grew duri.ng the years 1946 throl!t,h 1954 to in-
clude more than a htmd.red Colby graduates . Rouge Pot attracted so 
JllB.OY members each fall that. the decision waa made to admit only the 
3irls who auditioned successfully . '!~;ithout a theatre the department 
could not begin to provide even back stage work for all those llho in-
dicated an interest in extracurricular theatre activities . 
For m.any years pl~s requiring on.l.:y women had been presented. 
However, scripts of merit for such casts became impossible to find. 
The director sought the aid of several faculty men who consented to 
participate in the first faculcy-student production. On November 9 
and 10, 1951, mem.bers of tbe Colby Junior College dramatic clubs and 
members of the facultjy appeared in Jt.. A. Milne ' s "'lhe Truth about 
Bl.~es ." 'lbe success o~ the venture made possible the continuation 
of such "joint" casting . .nate II of Chapter lli sho•-s several faculty 
men in varioas scenes of "'Ihe Late Czeorge J\pley" produced in the fall 
of 19$4. 
Limitations : Both the curricular and the extracurricular work 
of the department. have been limited by time, space, and equipment. 
As the reader noted two instructors handled the speech ~rk at Colby 
from 1941 to 194h. During the tenure o! the present instructor one 
person has been responsible for all tbe teachi.Dg as well as for a 
heavy extracurricular program. Little time remained for conferences 
and for remedial. work with individual students. 
From 19Li> to 1950 speech classes J:l.9t in various rooms on the 
second floor of the main buildine. However, the instructor i'ound it 
difficult to move the recording equipment frequently and requested that 
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all speech classes be scheduled for one r oom. A small room was made 
available. Although the space allocated was not ideal, it proved more 
satisfactory than the previous arrangement, for it made possible the 
centralization of such equipment as was then owned by the department. 
Students could use the machines for practice infrequently, for classes 
in sociology and in religion occupied the room when speech classes were 
not in session. 
The instructor ' s office located next to the smoking r oom in one of 
the dormitories was heated, lighted, and ventilated most inadequately. 
The space became a propert y room when the department acquired an office 
in the main building. 
A Presto K.- 8 disc recorder on its own movable stand, a wire re-
corder, a Webcor tape recorder, and a three-speed record pl~er with 
earphones attachment were acquired between 1948 and 195J. These ma-
chines replaced the old HCA recorder which was the only piece of record-
ing equipment owned by the college prior to 1948. 
auditorium and theatre facilities have remained almost unchanged 
for rnan,y years. .Hore ~peci.fic reference to these facilities will be 
made in a later chapter which includes a detailed description of the 
present working equipment owned by or available to the JJepartment of 
Speech at Colby Junior College. 
For nine years, from ~eptember, 1946 to September, 1955, the one 
instructor carried the following progr am: 
Class l oad of fifteen teaching hours per week 
Rehearsal load during at least eighteen weeks of the year of 
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fifteen hours per week 
txtracurricular supervision of scenery crev, property 
staff, publlcitu committee, and other p1~ committees f or 
about ten or twelve hours per week during fifteen 
weeks of the year. 
l n addition to teaching, directing, supervising student committees, 
and rehearsing participants for the bpeech ~eital, the department 
was responsible for 
~ponsorship of the dramat ic clubs including official 
initiation of pledges into Delt.e. Psi Omega 
~t.ing as adviser to ten or twelve girls through the r ear 
Rehearsing students for the Founders ' Day Program in October 
Rehearsing the We> class pr esidents for the Copper .box 
ceremony, a traditional part of the Comencement exercises 
Serving regularly on two faculty committees 
1. Public Affairs Committee 
2. Academic Committee 
Acting as secretary from 1948 to the present t~e 
As sisting with other members four t~s a year for 
academic regist.ration and twice a year for academi.c 
advising . 
I n 1954 the Dean made a survey of hours which faculty member s 
spent upon all types o£ college work. 'lbe instructor in the Department 
of Speech stood near the top of t he list. 
CHAPTER m 
A.~ALYSIS OF 'IHE PRESENT PRCXlRAM OF THE DEPAR'l}t.l!JfT OF SPEECH 
AND DRAlUTICS AT COLBY JUNIOR COLLIDE FOR WCMEN, 
1955-1956 
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Those -who wor k in the speech fiel d must take the students where 
they are. While it is reasonable to assume that most college students 
can talk, it is not reasonable to assume preVious training . How, then, 
can the speech s t atus of Col by girls be determined? Chapter I I pointed 
out that a few years ago tests were administered by this department . 
Those tests, five minutes in length, were required of all juniors . Each 
student read a short passage; a tape recording was made and pl~ed back; 
and an evaluation of the results was prepared. As stated previously 
no time was available to use the results for any constructive purpose, 
and the tests were discontinued. This year, 1955-1956, speech tests 
were r einstated during the orientation period. Each girl read the 
following paragr aph containing all the sounds in English : 
My Grandfather 
11You Wished to lmow all about my grandfather . Well , he is nearly 
ninety- three years ol d; he dresses himself in an ancient black frock 
coat, usually minus several buttons; yet he still thinks as swift.ly 
as ever. A l ong, flowing beard clings to his chin, giving those l<:ho 
observe him a pronounced feeling of the utmost respect. When he speaks, 
his voice is just a bit cracked and quivers a trifle. Twice each d~ 
he pl ays skillfully and with zest upon our small organ. Except in the 
winter when the ooze or snow or ice prevents, he slowly takes a short 
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walk in the open air each day. We have often urged him to walk more 
and smoke less, but he always answers, nBanana oil!" Grandfather 
likes to be modern in his language . nl 
No recording was made, but the performance was evaluated on the 
basis of pitch, volume, rate , and quality as well as upon cl arity, 
ease of articulation, and acceptability of pronunciation. Since exactly 
one minute could be allotted to each girl, only the general condition 
of her speech could be judged. However, a person needs to sa:y very 
little before the listener reacts either favorably or unfavorably. 
What was learned from the tests? Most prominent cuoong the diffi-
culties noted were the following: 
Faults of Quality -- 169 
These faults included nasality, denasalit,r, monotony, 
breathiness, harshness, tension, and fault,y resonance. 
Faults of Rhythm - 1.36 
Included here were instances of rapidity (most common) , 
staccato rhythm, pedantic pace, and poor phrasing. 
Faulty Articulation - - 115 
Or the number indicated here at least 38 used a prominent 
( sJ sound in one or more positions. 
Weak Intensity -- 44 
Weak intensity accounted for 44 cases of vocal difficulty. 
Since speech should be heard clearly by the listeners, 
insufficient vocal strength is a real problem. 
1van Riper, Charles, ~eech Correction Princitles and Methods, 
Third Edition, New York: entice-HBil, Inc., 19S , p. 178. 
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Because speech difficulties seldom come singly, a given student 
is often represented more than once in the figures cited. The tests 
did not show a:rry cases of tmusual severity. 'They did prove that the 
entering class of 308 girls is probabl y an a:verage group in which many 
instances of rapid :speech and monotonous voice appeared. In general 
the students would benefit if some attention were given to speaking . 
The following ·recommendations resulted: special help should be 
made available to at least a dozen girls. A number of those who have 
speech problems are already enrolled in the diction ci asses. It i s 
hoped the work there will .help them to correct their difficulties. 
Many young women who enter college are wearing braces on their teeth. 
Perhaps a third of those whose sibilant sounds are faulty are having 
their teeth straightened. A number of these students are present~ 
receiving ~dividual assistance with their probl em. 
A one minute speech test is by no means a panacea. Such a 
screening is valuable, however, for it provides the opportunity to 
discover any serious difficulties; it affords a picture of the general 
status of student speech at Colb,y. 
As the Catalogue states the courses now availabl e, all el ective, 
are Voice and Diction, Acting, and Pl ay Production. 
In the introduction to this discussion the stated aims of the 
Department of Bpeech and Dr amatics pointed to the need for Colby stu-
dents to develop' their speaking abilities to meet the practical demands 
of a vocal society. 
Since the basic course is accepted without question for transfer 
by senior col leges and universities, it must be so organized that it 
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provides somd theory as the groundwork for meaningful practice. 
Between 1946 and 1956 a goodly percentage of transfer students have 
offered Voice and ~tion and received full credit from such colleges 
as &nith, Haunt Holyoke, Syracuse University, Boston lhiversity, and 
Northwestern University. At least ten girls have gone on to major in 
some phase of speech in spite of the f act that our courses consist of 
only three offerings mentioned above. 
Apparently some girl s enter Colby with the impression that speech 
is 11 a free ride. tt Some of them have explained quite frankly dur:ing 
first semester conferences that they elected Voice and Diction because 
they felt it would be easy eno~h to balance their more difficult 
electives. 
One critic ism often leveled a t a voice and diction program is 
that it is an innocuous l ittle course in which students practice voice 
and body exercises. During the pr ocess proficiency may be gained in 
opening the mouth to produce a resonant (JL) sound. Dr. Albert Nurpeyl 
once remarked that too many diction courses had no meat on their bones. 
Probably no one would minimize the .importance of exercises, 'but when 
they become an end in themselves, no useful purpose is served. .A stu-
dent may gain clarity in articulating plosives when she perfects her 
rendition of "Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers" or she im-
proves the sibilant-plosi ve-sibilant coDlbination by master ing the 
stanza 
lDr. Albert Hurphy, class in Sfieech and Hearing, Boston 
University, Summer Session, 1953. 
Amidst the mists and coldest frosts, 
With stoutest wrists and loudest boasts, 
He thrusts his fists against the posts 
And still insists he sees the ghosts. 
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However, the number of times she can quote these lines in polite 
society is somewhat lllllited. Exercises are used, of course, but 
carry-over is stressed. "Amidst the mists11 could serve as a means 
toward gaining the flexibility needed to read the King James Version 
of the Bible, and Bible reading is an integral part of the work in 
Voice and Dicti on. 
Working on the theory that a good driver should know a little 
about what lies under the hood, some knowledge of the anatoley' and 
pqysiology of the breathing mechanism and of the speech mechanism is 
required. The first semester text Training the Speaking Voice by 
Dr. Virgil Anderson, reviewed elsewhere in this study , gives a good 
analysis of the two mechanisms involved in the speech act. Augmentjng 
Dr. Anderson's pres~tation by using illustrations prepared in a 
directed study project called Preparation of Teaching f'faterials on the 
Anatomy and Physiology of the Speech Mechanism, an attempt is made to 
give the students a cl ear understanding of the functions concerned. 
Anatomically speaking the students enrolled in the course must 
know the names, locations, and functions of the three large single 
cartilages of the larynx, the name, location and functions of the 
principal pair of cartilages; they must understand the locations and 
functions of three sets of intrinsic laryngeal. muscles: the thyro-
arytenoids, the l ateral crico-arytenoids, and the posterior crico-
arytenoids. They must be able to explain the process of breathi ng 
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for speech by discussing the muscular interaction which results from 
the contractions and expansions occurring during respiration. 'lbey 
must understand the coordination necessary between t.'te breatrung 
mechanism and the speech oechanism to produce voice. The inclusion 
of the anatomy and physiology outlined is not meant to be an end 1n 
itself; it is a means toward an end. It is hoped the subjects come 
to realize more cl early the causes for aome of the voice problems 
they' themselves face. It is hoped the thinking student, at least, 
will understand that good or bad weal characteristics are not the 
gitt or the curse of some omniac1.alt or onmipotent fate but rather 
ar tbe result of the manner of !unction of the instrument within the 
individual berselt. Although the assumption is that all students 
breathe, !ll8llf of the:n do not breathe too easily when they :face audiences. 
~me basic lmowledge of the breathing process usu~ proves helpful. 
A fundamental. stuqy of resonance and of articulation invol vee an 
understanding of the use of parts of the structure which most young 
people take for gr anted. Once they ~lOW the Where, the WnY, and the 
how they can, if they w-lll, make more rapid progress . 
Because Colby s tudents come f r om all parts of the com try, there 
is a Wide divergence of regional represontation . Therefore, a groun~ 
in the phonetic expression of consonant and vowel sounds is a reasonable 
inclusion. To illustrate errors and point out strengths as well as 
weaknesses is much easier and t:10re accurate if the classes know the 
fundamentals of the International Pbonotic Alphabet. 
J..f, through a brief study of the structures involved, the girls 
can be led to under stand why tension, flaccidity, claVicular breat.hing, 
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and many other "habits11 of the speaking human being bring poor results, 
a real purpose has been served. 
When Otis Skinner advised his talented daughter about the intri-
cacies of voice production, he spoke out of the experience of a public 
career. "above everything else, 11 he wrote, "don't neglect your voice • 
.>tart in just as soon as you read this, and listen to every word you 
speak. Let your vocal teacher tell you where your voice comes from 
and how your tones are produced. If I had known these things in the 
beginning of my career, it would have saved me thousands of dollars 
in doctors' bills. I have had to find out through the years alone and 
unaided, but think -what I could have saved by an early knowledge of 
vocalization."1 What the father said to the daughter constituted good 
guidance then; it is good guidance now. 
Since the class assignments require students to give all types of 
brief talks,the techniques of both speech organization and speech deli-
very are necessarily taught. There.fore, the second semester text must 
contain a good exposition of these fundamental principles. 
Dr. A. Craig Baird and Dr. Franklin Knower wrote two texts both of 
which have been used at Colby. l'he first called General Speech2 spends 
little time upon voice, articulation, and pronunciation. It stresses 
choice of subject, organization of the speech1 the use of detail in 
speech development, the value of visual aids and bodily action in 
speaking, the techniques of critical listening, the various types of 
lttanser, Ruth and Finlan, Leonard, The Speaking Voice, l~ew York: 
~ngmans, Green and Company, 1950, p. Ail, quoting Cornelia Otis ~kinner, 
Family Circle, Roughton Mifflin Co., 1948. 
2
.t:Saird, A. Craig; Knower, Franklin rt., General ~peech lan Introduc-
tion), NewYork: McGraw-Hill .Brok Company, Inc., 1949, .l::'p. $00. 
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speaking, and refers briefl y to oral reading and radio speaking. 
~ssentials of General §peech1 by the same authors is a conden-
sation of the earlier book. For the course at Colby it is adequate, 
since it allows more time for practice of the principles discussed. 
The Art of Good Speectfby Dr. James McBurney and Dr. Ernest Wrage 
offers a similar approach. The content here is divided into three 
parts, 11An Introduct ion to Speech" which includes references to speech 
standards and principles pl us a descr iption of the basic course in 
speaking . Part II presents "Principles and Methods" involved m 
choos~g and exploring a subject, in organizing the content of the 
t alk, in amplifying the major points, in s t imulating listening, and 
in analyzing the audience. The methods in inquiry, r eporting, advocacy, 
and evocati on are explained and usually pointed up by specific examples. 
Differences between oral language and written language are stressed. 
Al t hough some attention is given to voice and diction, the emphasis is 
upon types of speaking and methods of presentation. Part Ill , "Types 
of Speech" introduces material r elative to debate , discussion, radio 
and teleVision speaking_, .md speeches for speci.al occasions. The author s 
do not refer to oral reading, a subject which is incl uded in the voice 
and diction work at Col by. 
Although the general speech text was called earlier an essential 
f or the second semester, it has often been used throughout the year With 
l Haird, A. Gr aig ; Knower, Franklin H. li:ssential s of General ~peech, 
New York: 1'1d1raw-Hill Book Company, 1952, pp . 2S3. 
2NcBurney, James H.; wr age, .l!;rnest J . , '!he Art of Good ~Ee~, 
New York: Prentice- Hall, Inc ., 1953, pp. 584. 
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the voice and diction text; perhaps this method is more effective. 
During the two semesters a girl makes four disc recordings; 
the f irst one pro,rides a basis for comparison; the second is a part 
of the mid-year examination; the third is made just prior to spring 
vacation; and the fourth is a part of the final examination. The 
records are played back in the classes to enable the students to hear 
their own improvement and to hear the improvement of their classmates. 
All the members of the diction classes are taught to operate the tape 
recorder that they mcv use it to evaluate the5.r speaking during prac-
tice sessions .. 
The girls are encouraged to develop the abUi ty to listen as 
well as the ability to speak. 'lbey are encouraged to give constructive 
criticism to themselves and to others. 
In the course of a year each girl participates in about thir'tv-
f ive speaking situations. As previously noted the first real oral 
assignment is recorded on a disc. Each stu:lent introduces herself to 
the group, tells something about her background, mentions her likes and 
dislikes, and explains wey she chose to enr oll at Colby. If for any 
r eason she feels reticent about giving such a personal talk, she ma.y-
present interesting information about the town or city where her home 
is located. No class comment is offered; a gr ade is not recorded; as 
stated before, this speech is used for purposes of comparison only. 
For the second project a round table discussion is proposed. 
Orientation week has become history , but the impressions gained during 
that time remain fresh in the students' minds. Therefore, they are 
asked to discuss the question, 11 What do you feel were the str engths 
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or the wealmesses of the orientation program'?" By focusing the atten-
tion upon the group r ather than upon individuals, tensions are released 
through an informal atmosphere. 
Early in the course each gir l int:ro duces a speaker. The situation 
is purely hypothetical, but the students are expected to seek out speci-
fic, accurate information which can be presented in a stimulating manner. 
During the first month e~ecially bodil y ease and bodily control 
are encouraged. These qualities are fostered through the use of visual 
aids in speeches of demonstration, in talks illustrated by diagrams 
drawn on the board, and in an auction during which each girl "sells" 
an item to the r~hest bidder. 
Since articulation, enunciation, and ·voice are stressed, reading 
of both humorous and serious poetr,r is included. ~very girl enrolled in 
diction must read one Gilbert and bullivan selection. Certain reading 
assignments require the use of the manuscr ipt and others call for 
memorization. 
At this point Bible reading is introduced, for the instructor 
believes that the King James version presents a vocal challenge. Bible 
reading is followed by a brief chapel talk into which additional Bible 
passages may be incorpor ated. 
Tb foster good listening habits r ecordings placed on reserve in 
the library are used as the basis for a class discussion to which each 
member is expected to contr ibute her criticism of the rendition of 
specific selections. 
Because reporting is a medium frequently employed to stimulate 
accuracy and precision of language and speech, a secretary's report, 
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a newscast1 a talk giving vocational information, and one presenting 
biographical material are introduced at this point. 
During the second semester an oral reading unit includes story 
telling. Children' s stories are read from the text and are told 
without reference to the text. A storJ interesting to an adult group 
is cut and read for the class. The same story is then assimilated 
by the student and told without use of the script. Here, too, narra-
tive poetr.y is treated in a similar manner. 
A second unit requires participation in discussion and follows 
a study of discussion techniques just as oral reading was preceded by 
a stu~ of oral reading techniques. In each class questions are formu-
lated and each girl becomes a member of at least one discussion group 
which is usually organized as a symposium. 
A third unit stresses public speaking and includes the presenta-
tion of speeches of evocation, advocacy, and speeches for special 
occasions. 
Voi ce and Diction, then, is designed to include theory and prac-
tice. It is organized to give those who elect it a solid foundation 
upon which to build and speaking experience enough to enable them to 
participate in a conversation, to take part in a discussion, to tell 
a story, or to make a speech--that is to communicate more clearly, more 
intelligently and more effectivel:y. 
Although Colby does not possess adequate facilities for any exten-
sive theatre activi~J, many students express an interest in that area. 
A few girls elect Acting, a first semester course,and Play Production 
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which is taught second semester. Even though the work in act:ing can 
be carried on under pr esent conditions, the so-called stage in the 
auditorium does not begin to gi ve students a chance to put the theory 
to work. 0o much time must be spent keeping one actor out of the path 
of another that much effectiveness is lost. 
However, the onl y sensible means of teaching acting is to give 
students a chance to act. This is done by present:ing at least one 
one-act pl~ in which class members ar e cast in the principal roles. 
This group has for about eight years gi ven a Christmas play just prior 
to the hol idays. The production must be one which can be staged on the 
plat form in the auditor ium. Un December 16, 1955 the acting class 
appeared in Why the Chimes Rang. .Since there is no prerequisite for 
the course, any girl interested may elect Act:ing . In general the credits 
are not t r ansfer able . However, Northwestern University, the Universit,y 
of Texas, Syr acuse Universit,r , and sever al other colleges and universi-
ties have accepted bot h Acting and Play Production if the girl trans-
ferr ing planned to major in some phase of speech. 
Because the material resources are so limited, considerable thought 
has been gi ven to the choi ce of a textbook. For several years The Art 
1 
of Act~ by John Dolman, Jr . has been the text selected. 
Mr . Dolman r emarked that his book was written "for the be{:_inner, 
but not the dabbler . "2 After recounting the origins of the acting art, 
l.uolman, John, Jr., The Art of Acting, NewYor k: Harper and 
Brother s , 1949, PP• Jl j . 
2Ib .d "VII 
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the author proceeds to explain the actor ' s rel ation to his audience 
and to the play. He discusses the parts emotion and imagination play 
in acting. he explains the probl ems which may arise during rehearsals 
as well as during perfonnances, and shows t he actor how to meet them. 
'fhe author has included a section dealing with voice, diction, and 
bod~ action. He has explained the Sali ent difference between the 
pl eying of comedy and the pl aying of tragedy, and he has marked the 
pitfalls into which the beginner may stumble. '.L'he book is readable; 
it is usabl e; it is practical; it is t eachable. ~tudents like it and 
find it a good spring board to a deeper understanding of the art and 
discipline of acting . 
Although this department never tries to instill into a student 
the desire to pursue a professional stage career, at least three girls, 
all talented, have tried and hoped and are still trying. In addition to 
those who majored in speech at least four attended the American Academy 
of Dramatic Art. One auditioned, unhappily without success, for a scholar-
ship at the Royal Acade~ of Dramatic Art in London. bhe f aced stiff 
competition which might have proved l ess formidable had Col by been able 
to offer her oppor tunities for more concentrated as well as more varied 
theatre experience. 
Pl~ Production can be taught at Colby only by using a well ill us-
trated text. The accoutrements of a t heatre are almost com~letely 
absent here . Hilton ~th ' s book called Play Production, 1 because it 
does employ a wealth of illustrative material , was introduced to classes 
lSztuth, Milton, Flay Production, New York: Appleton-Century- Crofts, 
Inc., 1948, pp . 482. 
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here about five years ago. 'lhe contents of the text are arranged in 
four parts. Part one deals with script selection and analysis; part 
two with casting, rehearsi ng , theories of acting, and per formance; 
part thr ee with "Stagecraft and Design" including a discussion of the 
r equirements of the physi cal theatre, wit.1. techniques of scene design, 
building and painting, with properties, costuming,make-up, and lighting; 
part four with staff or ganization and with business management. Thus 
the whole field is r eviewed to enable the student to view all phases 
of theatre activity. 
The custom has been, as Chapter II states, for the play produc-
tion cl ass to prepare t he scenerJ and serve on the technical staff for 
the spring pl ay, a full-length production sponsored by the dramatic 
clubs. ::>ince there is no scenery l aboratory at Colby Junior College, 
problems inherent in the pr eparation of stage settings are magnified. 
~ese problems will be di scussed in the following section which des-
cribes the equipment now available for use. 
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Present WOrking Equipment Owned Qy or Available to the 
Department of Speech and Dr amatics at Col by Junior 
Co~lege for Women 
If the depar tment t hinks in terms of facil ities, the work in all 
courses is limited, firs t by inadequate space. One classroom on the 
third f l oor of the main building i s used by cl asses in Voice and Dic-
t i on, Acting, and Play Production . Since space is generally limited, 
this room is used six hours a week by regularly scheduled English 
classes. Therefor e , the space is rarel y available for student or 
departmental use except dur ing the evening. 
One small office on the gr ound f l oor of the same· building is 
shared With a member of the Department of English. Although half an 
office is better than none, the space pr ovided is hardly adequate for 
one person.. Thin walls make the r oom unsatisfactory for conferences. 
The second limitation results from inadequate equipment. One 
Presto K-8 disc recorder with a table microphone now seven years old 
is used for cutting permanent records. The four specific recordings 
referred to under the description of the Voice and Diction course are 
made on this machine. The department o1ms also one Webcor t ape recorder 
plus three tapes . The recorder minus the tapes is frequently borrowed 
by the Director of Publ icity and has been lent to the Department of 
Secr etarial Science as well . The principal purpose of the Webcor is 
to give the instructor an opportunj:ty to make f r equent class recordings 
and to give the student s a chance to improve their speech by using the 
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recorder in practice sessions. The Webcor is the only form of speech 
laboratory which exists here . A Peirce wire recorder with a table 
microphone used for some time before the tape was purchased is now1 in 
need of repair. Although not real~ completely obsolete, it is not 
worth any great expenditure and will probably be traded in on a future 
purchase of equipment. A portable three-speed record pl~er With ear-
phones attachment makes possible the playing of various recorded programs 
in classes. This machine which has a relativel y powerful speaker i s 
useful for playing background music or background sounds needed in 
dramatic productions. 
A 70" by 70 11 beaded screen was purchased in January and has been 
installed on a wall of the classroom. All the equipment mentioned is 
"housed" conveniently enough in the room where the classes meet. The 
Webcor tape r.ecorder and the three- speed record pl~er have been placed 
on a table which is mounted on rubber casters. The roon:, while adequate 
in size, is by no means soundproof; any noise outside or in the adjoin-
ing rooms becomes an accompaniment for the speaking and a part of the 
permanent recording. As previously noted, the space is seldom available 
for students who might wish to use the recording machines for practice 
purposes. 
The third limitation is at least easily recognized. Facilities for 
any form of theatre activity are painfully inadequate. 'Ihe auditorium 
is located in the main building on the campus. The stage is actually 
only a platform r easonably adequate for lectures or recitals for an 
audience of three hundred. Solid walls hem the area on t hree sides. 
One entrance up left is t he only means of access to the stage when the 
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curtain is closed. The proscenium curtain relative]¥ new and 
flameproof was purchased as a result of pleas from this department. 
At present the mechanism needs adjustment, for the curtain does not 
move readily on the track. 'lhe onJs dressing room, a small cubicle 
off left, provides exceedingly cramped quarters for casts. ~ince 
the house is considerably Wider than the stage, sight lines are ex-
ceedingly poor. The acting class plays presented here utiliZe the 
apron and the two flights of steps leading to the stage. Only by so 
doing can even a small cast production have space for movement. 
The present lighting in.stalla.tion includes no switchboard. One 
push button switch on the wall stage left was provided for light con-
trol.. ~ree years ago a portable sw.i.tchboard built to specifications 
proposed by this department was first put into use. Figure 121 of 
P191 Production by Milton Smith suggested the design.1 ~ince no room 
exists back stage, the board must be concealed behind 11book flats" when 
in use. A special connection installed on the floor of the auditorium 
stage left gives the switchboard operator control over the house lights. 
For ordinazy purposes a series of four push button switches on the right 
wall outside the main door of the auditorium control the house lights. 
Two special switches located in the coat room behind the push button 
switches change the control to the board. Un the portable board one 
2000 watt dimmer controls the house, three 1000 watt dirmners and two 
500 watt dimmer s control the spots and the foots. 'I'en enclosed knife 
switches, a master switch, and ten outlets for plugging in spots, foots, 
1~th, op.cit. , p. 405. 
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and floods give some semblance of stage lighting and light control. 
In addition to the portable board the department owns one strip 
of footlights enclosed in a now battered metal trough, siX 500 watt 
hanging spots, one SOO watt spot on an adjustabl e stand, one color 
wheel, and about eight bird1 s eye spots . To provide color a few sheets 
of gelatine, a few sheets of cinabex, and about a dozen glass color 
screens are kept in stock. The equipment listed provides stage lighting 
for any and all occasions such as plays, lectures, concerts, dances, 
fashion shows, and other special events. 
Hince no scenery laboratory exists at Colby 1 the garages hol.4sed in 
a former riding stable about a ten minute walk from the campus have been 
utilized. There scene painters are accepted as transients. There the 
scenery is stored. 'lhere it is washed and painted. Light is poor; wet 
scenery must be pushed against the walls, for promptly at five o'clock 
each afternoon the garages are filled with trucks, snowplows, and cars. 
Although the members of the maintenance staff are relatively tolerant 
of scene painters, tire marks on a sky backdrop are not rare. 
Pr operty and costume r ooms located in the basement of a college 
dormitory are thus removed frcim a spot convenient to the place of play 
production. The costwne room is too small to encourage the acquisition 
of the many costumes needed for a variety of pl~s. Inadequate storage 
roo~ for properties makes the custodian reluctant to trust breakables 
to almost certain destruction. 
Whipple Memorial Hall, familiarly called the New London Town Hall, 
located just off campus, is the scene of major productions . The house 
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seats an audience of two hundred and fifty. '!he stage measures 
21' by 12 1 without scenery. A diagram of the stage is included here 
showing the floor plan drawn to scale. For dressing rooms and make -
up rooms the women use the kitchen and the other larger room, both 
inadequately lighted, on the ground floor level. The men use the town 
jail, not too cow.fortable and not too well lighted. 
The New London To~~ School Auditorium does not offer a great dealw 
True, the stage and auditoriur.l are much larger than either of the others 
descr ibed. A combined auditorium-gymnasium the room is acoustically 
unsatisfactory. Basketball practice and basketball games occur at the 
times of year when rehearsals must be in progress. Like ma.ey other rooms 
of its type this one is a gymnasium first, an auditorium second. 
At this point an evaluation of the present accomplishments of the 
department aims is pertinent. With existing facilities, the Department 
of Speech and Dr amatics can give sound fundamental work in speech to a 
limited number of students. There is neither time nor space for the 
individual wor k possible in a laboratory or in a clinic. 
The department has explained to the President and the Dean that 
offering a course in Pl~ Production without even the minimum essentials 
is as embarrassing as it is inadequate. Only by using a well illustrated 
text for Play Production can the instructor hope to teach technical aspects 
of theatre work. Host representative colleges and junior colleges offering 
courses similar to Colby's have well equipped theatres, scenery laboratories, 
and in some cases speech laboratories, as an earlier portion of the study 
has shown. 
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In spite of limitations the department has produced plqys of 
some merit. Plate II shows scenes from The Late. George Apley given 
on th~ 21 1 by 12 1 stage in November of 1954. rlate lii1 shows a 
group of students working on the set of Ladies in Retirement pre-
sented m Harch, 1953 on the same stage. Three of the girls pictured 
here went on to major in the field. The girl wearing the nun 1 s habit 
will graduate in June, 1956 as a radio-television major from the 
Boston Universi1f ~hool of ~ublic rtelations and Communications . The 
student applying make-up was a member of the class of 1955 at North-
western University ~chool of ~peech, and the girl ~ whom the make-up 
is being applied received her degree from the School of Speech at 
~yracuse University in June, 1955 . .t'late IV2 shows the instructor 
assisting a student who is working to improve clarity of articulation. 
1Colby Junior College Bulletin, "Looking at Colby", New London, 
New Hampshire : Vol .. l S, flo. 9, ~larch 15, 195), (Page not numbered) . 
2Ibid., (Page not numbered). 
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011 stage at Colby . .. 
. . . sLUdents with an interest in 
acting and stagecraft present 
two major productions each year. 
Acting classes also produce 
special plays for assemblies. 
Outstanding members of 
Rougt: Pot, the dramatic club, 
are digiblc for election 
to Delta Psi Omega, 
national hom>rary c.Jrnm:nic society. 
Each speech stuclcnt 
makes recordings of her voice: 
to measure imprmement, and 
may win honors in 
the annual Speech Recital. 
P ia.te.ITI 
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Curricular and Extracurricular Duties of the Department 
of bpeech and Dramatics 
The perusal of a hundred and nineteen years of Colby catalogues 
has revealed that extracurricular activities of a "speaking" nature 
have existed here in some form for several generations . The Catalogue 
for 1932-1933 first mentioned Rouge Pot, still the regular extracurri-
cular dramatic club of' the college. Since 1945 when the Colby Junior 
College Chapter of Delta Psi Omega was instituted, maqy students have 
sought to become proficient enough in theatre work to merit initia-
tion into that fraternity. In spite of the lack of facilities, at 
least ten girls, sometimes twelve or fifteen, have become members 
each year. 
Chapter II mentioned the fact that during the last five years the 
men of the facult,r have joined with the students as actors. Had they 
given less freely of their time and talents our productions lvould have 
been far less effective. Eight faculty men hold membership in Delta 
Psi Omega. 
These extracurricular groups present two major productions each 
year. The first goes into rehearsal the first of October for presen-
tation in mid-November; the second goes into rehearsal soon after mid-
year examinations for presentation early in March. 
The James H. Burpee Speech Recital described in some detail in 
Chapter II continues to hold a place in the present program. The 
recital medium introduced in 1948 continues to stimulate participation, 
not for the sake of competition, but for the purpose of sharing with 
the audience a selection understood and savored. Most participants 
have elected speech courses; however,any girl enrolled at Colby is 
eligible. 
Although the plczys and the recital make up the meat of the real 
extracurricular program, a few "extras" will be mentioned l ater. 
Since one person teaches the three courses she serves as the 
embodiment of the Department of Speech and Dramatics. 
'lhe curricular and extracurricular duties required of tlle in-
structor from 1946-1954 were outlined in some detail in the second 
chapter. During the ~cademic year 1955-1956, the writer carried a 
somewhat l ighter load. The Administration hired a mewber of the New 
London Players, a man employed elsewhere on the campus, to direct the 
two full-length productions. Since he acts as director only, the paper 
work and part of the scenery supervision remain the responsibility 
of the instructor; however, his service eliminates the fifteen rehearsal 
hours per week from the writer's schedule. 
When a departmental survey was completed in the spring of 1955, 
the Academic Committee approved and sent to the Administration these 
recommendations of the department under discussion: 
1. that a speech clinic be provided to facilitate handling 
articulatory difficulties, minor disturbances of voic~ 
and speech, foreign accent, and hearing probleros~ -~ ~ 
2 that another instructor be added to the departme."lt for 
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dramatics to enable the present instructor to concen-
trate on the speech and diction program and on speech 
theraPf for individual students. 
Only a part of the recommendation became reality. As noted above 
an assistant was appointed to direct the main plays. Since the Voice 
and Diction classes are larger this year the valuable help given qy 
the new director is much appreciated. 
The load outl ined in Chapter II and in the preceding paragraphs 
does not account for time s pent in preparation for classes ; nor does 
it consider the work done on co1nmittees created for special occasions 
like the Inauguration Committee which planned the ceremonies for the 
inauguration of a new col lege president last October. Some of the 
duties cited are not directly connected with speech; the,y are, however, 
expected of anyone who holds the position in the situation under dis-
cussion. Therefore, in any description of 11load," they must be con-
sidered. 
The analysis of the present program has outlined the courses 
briefly, evaluated the material resources, mentioned the extracurricular 
organizations directly affiliated with the department, and cited both 
the curricular and extracurricular responsibilities of the instructor. 
Recommendations indicate a departmental desire to grow. Recommendations 
accepted hint that the Administration, though sympathetic to certain· 
needs, envisions deferred growth. 
~fuen the new president announced officially on Founders ' D~, 
Oct ober 14, 1955 that a building to be named Sawyer Hall would be 
erected within the next four years, he opened the door for hope that 
programs now in the planning stage might be brought to fruition when 
Sawyer Hall becomes a fact. This depar'b:nent looks f orward to that time 
four years hence; for when the blueprints become reality, the proposals 
made in Chapter V can be put into operati on. 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE Sl'hl:.CH PROORAYS IN REPRE:ili.NTATIVE 
JlNIOR COLLIDES, ~!OR COLLEOt. D lt .J.VEit.:iiTIES 
The Speech Programs 1n Seven Representative 
Junior Colleges for Women as Outlined in 
Recent Catalogues Published b.1 
Those Institutions 
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ln evaluating the speech programs or other junior colleges, it 
seemed wise to select only a few . Most ot the group are located in 
New Ellgland. One, Bennett Junior College, somewhat different in 
philosophy- from Colby, but repr esentative or its class, is located 
1n New York; and Stephens College, one o! the best known institutions 
of its kind, is located in Missouri . 
'Ihe Bennett Junior College Catalog listed Spoken English under 
t.he Liberal Art s Curriculum in the Department of Engl ish. 1 The course 
which meets t wice a week i s a first semester requirement for major s 
in Child Study. If a student plans to concentrate in English, 11 -.>poken 
nglieb is recollll1lended"2 during one of the two years at Bennett. 
Dramatic Art placed under the Fine Arts named seven full-year 
courses including Fundcunentals of Dramatic Art, Speech and Acting 
1Bennett Junior College Bullet:ifu Catalog Issue, Millbrook, ew 
York : spring, 1956, p . 29. 
2Ibid., p . 16. 
Laboratory, Drama, Speech and Radio, Advanced Dramatic Art, Speech 
and Scene Study, and Advanced Drama. Four instructors teach the 
courses designated. 
Plays are presented in a modern ver sion of the Elizabethan theatre 
on the college campus. 
No general speech requirement exists for the 204 students presently 
registered at Bennett, and the data mentioned no speech clinic to pro-
vide remedial work for anyone in need of it. 
The Bradford Junior College Bulletin described a roster of seven 
academic courses under a Department of Speech presided over by two in-
structors . The aims ttare the correction of speech wealmesses, the devel-
opment of the individual personality to meet the needs and problems of 
today, and the training of students for community service in the field 
of speech and drama. "1 Through presentation of many kinds of programs 
for local organizations students enrolled in all types of speech work 
gain pr actical experience. Speech fundamentals, play production, radio 
and interpretation offer Br adford girls an opportunity to elect a 
speech course "suitable to their needs and interests or to pl an a two 
year concentrated program. 112 
Bradford requires no speech test, but a regularly enrolled student 
must take a semester of work in the Department of Speech. Although any 
course except Radio, Advanced Interpretation, and Advanced Pl ay Production 
l Bradford Junior College Bulletin, Catalogue Issue, Vol. 24; No. 1 . 
Haverhill, Massachusetts: Published qr Br adford Junior Coll ege, 
January 1, 1956, p. 63. 
2Loc . cit., p. 63 
-:: 
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~ be chosen, "Speech 1 or 2, Fundamentals of Speech, is normal..zy 
r ecommended for students contemplating l ater study at senior institu-
tions . ttl 
~ speech laboratory proVides recording apparatus for the usual 
voi ce recordings and for practice of radio techniques. "Tbe laboratory 
is organized on a pl an similar to that of a combined radio studio and 
auditorium, With control room, loud speaker and talk-back system, and 
an inner and outer studio room for speech and radio programs. n2 
The accoutrements of a pr ofessional theatre, including gr idiron 
and modern l ighting units, give students facilities for the practice 
of the arts and mechanics of stagecraft. 
Three instructors teach a total of eight academic speech and 
dramatic arts offerirlgs at v reen hountain Junior College in .Poultney, 
Vermont. Listed under the Liberal Arts in the JJiVision of Communica-
tions are four speech courses including Fundamentals , Public Speaking, 
Oral Interpretation, and Fundamental s of Discussion, Debate, and Par-
l iamentar.y Procedure. A speci al dr amatic art s program in the Division 
of Humanities g ives many opportunities in acting, pl ay production, radio, 
and television. For dramatic arts as well as for radio- television both 
transfer and terminal programs are provided. 
The catalogue description of the theatre workshop containing scene 
shop, dressing rooms, and a little theatre seating over 100 peopl e in-
dicated the presence of basic equipment for production of "experimental 
l lbid. , p. 15. 
21bid. I P• 21 • 
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plays and laboratory work for the classes in the dramatic arts . ul 
The facil ities of a campus Radio- Television Studio housed in the 
Auditorium Building make courses in that field possible. 
No speech test was mentioned, and no statement of a specific 
speech requirement appeared . 
The enrollment at Green I-iountain Junior College was 312 in 
1954-1955, comparable to that at Bradford (304) for the same period. 
Lasell Junior Coll ege through the Department of Speech and Drama-
tics presents six regular courses . A close relationship exists between 
the Lasell Workshop Players and Pl~ Production I, for all those regis-
tered in the class automatically become members of the \forkshop group. 
Two instructors offer the six courses . Since Problems in Acting 
alternates with Probl ems in Directing, only five courses are given in 
any one year. Concentration seems to be upon speech fundamentals, play 
production, and acting. 
No general speech requirement was mentioned. However, candidates 
for the Associate in Science degree in the Retailing Curriculum and 
in the Child Study Curriculum ar e expected to elect speech. Candidates 
for an Associate in Art s degree may be registered in any one of five 
curricula: Liberal Arts , Dramatics, Music, Art, and General Academic . 2 
Winsl ow Hall contains a combination auditori um-gymnasium in which 
lBulletin of Green Mountain Junior Coll ege, Catalogue Issue, 
Poultney, Vermont: Ureen Mountain Publications, Vol Aqii, No . ~' 
October, 1955, P• 27. 
20ne Hundred Third Annual Catalog of Lasell J'unior Coll ege, 
Auburndale, Massachusetts, 1955-1956, pp. 15-16. 
poston Uni versity 
Bchool of Education 
Library 
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college events such as pl~s, assemblies, receptions, dances, concerts, 
and physical education activities are scheduled.1 
Lasell Junior College, slightly larger than Col by Junior College, 
has a present enrollment· of .587 young women. 
Three instructors in the Department of Speech and Theater Arts 
teach the eleven courses provided during a given year at Pine Haner 
Junior College in Wellesley, ~Iassachusetts. Since there are four one 
semester offerings in the group,only nine are open during any semester. 
Fundamentals of Vocal Expression, Interpretation, Public Speaking, 
Group Discussion, Radio Workshop, Fundamentals of Acting I , and Funda-
mentals of Ac ting ll are given through the year. Costume and l·1ake-Up 
and Play Production are first semester general electives while ~tagecraft 
and Lighting and Fl ew Directing are general electives for the second 
semester. 2 Thus the department prov:ides "four units of stuqy : Public 
Speaking, Interpretation, 'lheatre, and Radio.") Like many other junior 
colleges Pine Manor owns a Speech and Theater Arts Center housing 
specially equipped classrooms where the subjects cited are taught. A 
large stage and auditorium in another building give added impetus to 
both curri cular and extracurricular speech and theater. 
Although there is no speech requirement at Pine Manor, speech is 
reco!ID1lended as an elective in the f irst year of the Nursing Curriculum 
2Pine Manor Junior College Catalogue, Wellesley, Massachusetts: 
195.5-1956, pp. 45-46. 
and of the Nursery School and K:indergarten Training Curriculum. A 
Speech or Theatre Arts Concentration gives unusually capable girls 
a foundation for further professional study in the field. 
Approximately 235 girls enrolled at Pine Manor Junior College 
for 1954-1955 . 
Stephens College, widely known for its diversified progrrun, offers 
extensive work in speech under the Division of Communications, in 
Theatre Arts under the Division of Humanities, and in Television and 
Radio Education under the Division of Occupations. A total of sixteen 
instructors guide the students wo elect the courses described in the 
catalogue. 
An account of the Co"unseling Program notes the Speech SerVice to 
\rlhich students may be referred on the basis of speech tests given to 
everyone enrolled in the ~ommunication Skill s course, a first year re-
quirement. A clinician "aids the student who has an articulatory, 
voice, or speech deficiency which handicaps her in oral communication. 111 
In the Theatre Arts progrrun the Stephens apprentice-t.ype training 
is called unique, for student actresses work with professional actors. 
The air conditioned pl~house seats 297; each production runs for three 
weeks. The stage is large enough to permit the use of wagons. Lighting 
is controlled from an electronic s"Witchboard located in the balcony. .An 
observation booth, also in the balcony, enables students and instructors 
to watch the play in progress and to discuss its actions without disturbing 
the peace of the house. Other comparable facilities provide for scenery 
1Stephens College Bulletin, Catalogue, Number 2, Columbia, Missouri: 
Published by Stephens College, Vol. XXXIII, J.larch 1954, p. 35 . 
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building and painting as well as for property and costume construction 
and stor age. 
Well known collegiate dramatic organizations have chapters at 
Stephens where 1690 girls were enrolled in 1953-1954 . 
"KWWC, the campus-wired radio station, serves as a training ground 
and laborator,r for student participati on in practical phases of br oad-
casting.111 
Westbrook Junior College, located in Portl and, liaine, presents 
a situation comparable to that of Colby Junior College; one instructor 
teaches the three courses. 
Speech Improvement, Publ ic Speaking, and Pl ay Production are full 
year offerings . However, Speech Improvement meet s for onl y one hour per 
week for both semesters. In order to become el igibl e to elect f lay f ro-
duction a student must have completed another speech course or must 
audition for admission to the class . 2 
Although speech is reco~nended as an elective in several curricula, 
it is not an absolute r equirement except in the first year of the Junior 
Dietitian, Nursery School, and Speech arts curricula in which Public 
Speaking is mandatory and in the Medical Secretarial, Retailing, and 
Hedical Records Libr arian curr icula in which Speech Improvement is 
mandatory the f irst year. In the Speech Arts, an exploratory curriculum, 
Play Production is a second year requirement . 
libid. , P• 83. 
2Westbrook Junior College Catalogue, Portland l'laine, 1956-1957, p. 83. 
The Masque and Candle Dramatic Cl ub presides over the extra-
curricular theatre activities which are presented in Moulton Chapel, 
apparent~ a combination chapel and assembly room. 
During the present academic year a total of 301 students enrolled 
at Wes tbrook. 
The seven colleges selected for stuqy were chosen because they are 
comparable in most respects to Col by Junior College. First, they are 
junior coll eges for women. Second, they do not differ too markedly in 
enrollment, with the exception of Stephens which registers three times 
as many students. Third, all these institutions provide both terminal 
and transfer curricula; and fourth, every college in the group offers 
oral connnunication in some form. 
In some ways the seven junior colleges differ. A difference of 
!$800 may be noted between the tuition rates quoted in the cat alogues, 
(1400 to !it;2200). Interesting, but perhaps not significant, is the fact 
that lowest enrollments are generally given for the colleges quoting 
the highest tuition figure . 
As Table I shows, each jtm.ior coll ege named lists a department 
in which speech is taught. In some instances a cleavage exists between 
speech as such and the so- called performing arts . Bradford, Lasell, 
Pine Nanor, and Westbr<:>Ok pl ace all courses involving speech under one 
department called variousl y Department of Speech and Dramatics and 
Depar tment of Speech and 'Iheatre Arts. Both Green l-1omtai n and Stephens 
record or al subjects under Divisions of Communications and Humanities. 
Stephens l ists television and radio under the Division of Occupations. 
TABLE I. Indicating Scope of Department and llictent of Speech ~\ork for Students Enrolled. 
Name of Number oj Name of Department in NUl!lber of Number of bpeech Remedi al Speech Theatre 
College Students which speech is taught Courses lnstructors Test Speech Requirement on 
Given Provided Campus 
~ennett 204 ~Spoken English) under. 1 None None For Majors Yes. tlodern ver-
Junior Department of English 4 in Child sion of Eliza-
College Department of Dramatic 1 Study. No betban theatre 
Arts general re-
quirell'.ent 
Bradford 304 Department of Speech 1 
' 
None les in a Une semester. res . Combn a-
Junior Speech Lab. Choice of tion 'lheatre 
College situation several and Chapel 
courses 
Green 312 Speech under Communi- None None None res. 
MoUiltain cations 4 
Junior Dramat ic Arts under 3 
College Humanities 4 
La. sell 5tj7 .Llepartmen t of Speech 0 ~5 1n 2 None l.tolone ln certain lea. Auditorium-
Junior and Dramatics any one curricula. Gymnasium 
College semester) No general 
requirement. 
.t'_ine 235 Department of Speech 1 ~in any 3 None None No Ies • 
Manor and Theatre Arts one sem-
Jliiiior ester ) 
College 11 total 
~tenJ:lens lb90 Various Divisions 23 1o ~es Y es.)facul.v- In certain res.Hecently 
Oo ege CoDillll.Irl.cations (Speech) s taf.f'ed curricula. equipped little 
Humanities (Theatre speech No general theatre. 
Art s) laboratory requirement 
Occupations (TV-Radio) clinic 
Westbrook 301 'Department of Speech 3 1 None None ln certain Yes.Auditori~ 
Junior curricula. Chapel 
College I 
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Bennett offers Spoken English as a member of the English family, but 
catalogues seven other courses in a Department of Dramatic Arts. 
The data shows Stephens takes first place by naming nineteen 
course titles taught by sixteen instructors. The average number of 
offerings is seven presented by three instructors. \-lestbrook rates 
the seventh position ~rith three courses taught by one instructor. 
Stephens follows the lead of many senior colleges by requiring 
a speech test of all entering students . Only Bradford and Stephens 
mention in their catalogues that remedial work is provided in a 
speech laboratory for those girls who need it. 
Br adford stands alone as the one representative of the seven 
requiring a speech course . As noted pr eviouszy a girl may elect a 
semester from any one of several possibilities . Although Bennett, 
Lasell, and Westbrook do not state a general requirement in t his area, 
student s concentrating in certain specific cm-ricula are expected 
to complete a speech course during the first year. All seven college 
catalogues describe theatres or auditoriums adequate for theatrical 
product ions . In some cases t he theatre has been combined with a 
chapel (Bradford and Westbrook) or with a gymnasium (Lasell), but in 
other instances the theatre is used for product ion purposes onzy. 
Although Table IT shows the variety of titles appearing in the 
seven catalogues, descriptions given seem to indicate that a generali-
zation is possible. This generalization is presented in Table III 
which m~ be summarized by pointing out that Fundamentals of Speech 
and Pl~ Production I are taught under some designation in the seven 
junior colleges; Public Speaking, Play Production IT, Elements of 
1 
' --I 
Stephens College 1. Fundamentals of 13 both sem. 3 * Speech I ! 
! 2~ Advanced Speech ;j both sem. ) 
* 3. Application of J 
Theatre Arts !1 one sein. 1 * 
: 4. _.l,ntrod. to the 'lheatre 13 one sem. J * for cr ew 
: 5. Stagecraft 3 one sem. 1 l ee-
ture (5 lab.) 
6 . St age Speech and 3 one sem. j * 
Movement 
' 7. Acting 3 one sem. _J * 8. .advanced Act ing : 3 one sem. 3 ' * 
and Directing 
, 9 • .Play Production · 3 one a em. 3 * 10. Stage. Scenery 3 one sem. 1 lee- * 
' : ture : (S lab .. ) I 
ill. Stage Light ing 3 one sem. 1 l ee- * 
ture (5 l ab. ) 
12. In t r od. to T. V. 1 . one sem • 1 
* . 
and Radio 
-
·13. Fund. of Radio j one sem. j 
* 
*for juniors 
Product ion who pl an to 
(14. Announci ng !'or j one sem. 3 * *major in Radio Broadca s t i!!g 
15 . Writing f or j one sem .. j .... * Broadcasting (or per 
mission) 
·16. Radio and T. V. 
. 3 one sem. 3 * 
' 
Progr amming 
17. Radi o Wor kshop 3 both sem. 3 * 18 . T.V. and Radi o Har- 3 one sem. 3 * 
ket ing & Adverliisjng 
19. T.V • .Production 3 both sem. 3 -~ lab. [i * 
West brook 1. ~peech lmprovement l both sem. l. * 
Junior College 2. .Public Speaking 3 both sem. j * ts~u~~~~an 3. nay Production j both sem. 3 * u§se~ c • p . . ts ur. 
,Tun i.or Col l ege Speech l -
-
- --.-~~ ·-·~ 
3 per ) 
lj I 
I 2. Fund. of Speech :3 ter ms 3 * (Public Speaking) l term) ' .. 
3. Fund. of Speech l ! (Oral Interpretatim) 3 2 tenus 3 ! * 4. Fund. of ::>peech 3 ~ term 3 * 
- •. 
(Discussi on, Debate) ' 
' (Parliamentary Law ) 
-5 .-rntr oducti on to Thea- 9 . year 9 r 
' tre Per formance 
6 . Acting and Directing 9 year -~ * 7. l''undamentals of 
Radio-T . V. ~roduction 9 _year 6 * 8. Advanced Radio-T.V. 9 b : * , year Production ·• 
9. Histor y of Cost ume J fall term 2 lee- * tures 
; 3 stu- < 
' d:io hrs. 
Lasell J unior College 1 . Speech I 2 \4 for year 2 * l,;hild .A . ~ 
. yr.) : ' Stuqy J.Je-
2. ~peech II 2 \4 for year 2 ~ Retailing 5ree 
yr.) ' : Can-" 
-
I 
3. l"'lay Production J. · J ~b for year j * di -
. yr. ) dates 
4. n ay Production .11 J ~b for . year J . -;(-
yr .) All courses 
· 5 . Pr oblems in Acting 2 · one sem. 2 * requir ed in 
I 
· (1st) Dramatic 
6. Probl ems in Directing 2 one sem. ··z * Curr iculum ; 
, (2nd) 
: 
·Pine 1-ianor . 1. Fundamentals of 3. both sem. 3 * Keconunended in Junior Col lege ~ Vocal Expr essi on 1st yr .Nursing 
2. Interpretation : J both sem. J * and Nur sery ! 3. Public Speaking 3 both sem. 3 * ~Sch1'Kinderg l 4. Gr ou:e Leadership J · both sem. ) i~ Cur riculum 
5 . Radio Workshop 3 both sem. 'J & 1 lab ' ';( 
! 6. Costume and hake- Up ' 3 1st sem. 3 * Those checked 
: 7. Stagecraft & Lighting J , 2nd sem. ) * r equired in 
· 8. Pl,ay Production " 3 1st sem. j * Speech or 
: 9. Play Directing ! _~ 2nd sem. 3 * Theat re Arts 
10. F'undamentals of - J . both sem. 3 \2 hr . ·~ *Concentration 
I Acting I cl asses l 
tLl . li'tndamentals of Acting D II J both sem. ) * * 
TABLE II. Showing Electi!e and Required Courses Offered, Credits Receiv~d, Hours Spent, 
and Length of Courses in Seven Junior Colleges Named in the Study. 
Name of Junior College Title of Course No. of Credit Length of No .of Elec- l!.'lec- Elec-
Hours Course Meetings tive tive tive 
per week for for for 
Juniors Seniors either 
Bradford Junior CollegE 1. l''undamentals of I 3 Une 3 * Speech I Semester ' 
2. Fundamentals of 
Play Production 3 1 One 3 * Semester I 
3! Hadio ::Speech and Une 
Drama . ' 3 Semester 3 
* 4. ltadio Workshop 3 ::second 3 I * 
1 Semester I I 5. El ementary· lnter- . 3 1 Une 3 I * Qretation Semester 
6. Advanced Interpre- 3 Second 3 I * 
tation ' 
' 
Semester 
7. Advanced Play l 3 1 Second 3 * Producti on Semester 
Bennett Junior College 1. Spoken .l!dlglish 1 Une 2 * Semester 
2. Fundamentals of i 4 Both 10 * 
Dramatic Art ~ Semesters 
3. Speech and Acting 
I 
1 >Both 2 
* Laborat~q Semesters 
4. Speech and Hadi o 2 Both 3 * Semesters 
5. Advanced Dramatic 4 I Both 10 * 
Art Semesters 
6. Speech and Scene 2 Both 2 
* Study Semesters 
7. Advanced Drama 2 Both 5 ·;t 
Semester s and pev- · 
I 
J 
mission 
of in-
J s tructca: 
Green Mountain 1 Fundamentals of 3 ~er) I terms 3 * 
Required 
·A-He commended 
for transfer 
1\. stuients 
*A semester 
of work in 
one of cour ses 
checked 
I * 
ot· maJors 
in Child 
Study 
1st Semeft er 
-
TABLE lli. Frequency and Length of Courses l-1ost Often Listed 
by Seven Junior Colleges Studied 
Name of Course Number of Times Mentioned Average Length of Course 
Fundamentals of Speech 7 A semester to a year 
Public Speaking 5 A year 
Play Production I 7 A year 
Play Production I I 5 A semester to a year 
Elements of Radio 5 A year 
Advanced Radio 3 A semester 
Interpretation I 3 A semester 
f 
Interpretation II 1 : A semester 
i 
! 
Acting I 5 A semester 
' 
' 
' Acting II 4 ! A year > 
t 
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Radio, and Elementary Acting are offered in five cases; Advanced 
Acting appears in four catalogues. Interpretation I and Advanced 
Radio are given in three instances; while Interpretation ll and 
several other facets of more advanced work are listed only once. 
It may be deduced, then, that junior colleges ~ differ some-
what in size and in the tuition charged, but in the field of speech, ~ 
fundamentals, play production, public speaking, acting, radio, and 
oral interpretation in their basic forms lay the groundwork for any 
future work in the area. 
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The Speech Programs of Twent.y-Five Representative Senior 
Coll eges and Universities as Outlined in Recent 
Catalogues Published by the Institutions 
Since Colby Junior Coll ege provides both the terminal and the 
transfer curricula, a relatively high percentage of the liberal arts 
group continue their education at senior colleges and universities. 
For the purpose of this study attention will be focused upon 
speech requirements and speech courses encountered by a Colby graduate 
who applies for advanced standing. This discussion will attempt no 
exhaustive account of an entire speech curriculum but will cite the 
points pertinent to the problem--the development of a sound speech 
program for this junior college. 
Each graduating class numbers a few future teachers. Although 
several may continue their education at liberal arts colleges, a few 
register in professional schools like the Boston Universit.y School of 
Education. A glance at the Catalogue of the universit,y division cited 
shows a recognition of the importance of speaking i n a teacher's 
training. The speech of each transfer student is evaluated "to deter-
mine the possible need for furt her speech help."1 1m:y candidate defi-
cient in the area cannot participate in student teaching~ It is 
assumed that the course in Remedial Speech offered without credit is 
designed to enable prospective teachers to attain the desired status 
in speaking . Apparently transfer stt..'<lents without a background in 
1Boston University Bulletin, Catalogue Issue, Boston, Massachusetts : 
Published by Boston University Press, Vol. XLIV, Number 7, March 28, 1955, 
P• 23. 
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fundamentals will elect Speech Improvement which carries two hours 
of credit. 
At one time Brown University and Pembroke College required all 
freshmen to complete without credit a course called Fundamentals 
of Speech. The latest catalogue mentioned no requirement but did 
cite courses in Voice and Diction, Public Address and Debate, and 
Play Production. Voice and Diction is prerequisite to Public Address 
and Debate; Play Production is elective wiU1 the written consent of 
the instructor.1 As the following data will show these electives 
compare with those listed as basic by most of the institutions studied. 
1-lount Holyoke College uses a speech test to determine the oral 
ability of all young women entering the college for the first time as 
undergraduates. According to the results of the test a girl is 
advised to take speech work with or without credit. Those whose 
test perfonnance shows sufficient excellence may be exempt from future 
work in the department. Tra~ in fundamentals of speech, theatre, 
radio, and oral interpr etation may be completed at Mount Ho~oke. 
New York University makes a speech test mandatory for "all full-
time d~ f r esrrmen and all t ransfer students with less than 64 poten-
tial points. 112 Those found deficient must take four points of work 
to be designated by the Speech Department. 
l Bulletin of Brown University and Pembroke Colle~, Catalogue 
Issue, ProVidence, Rhode Island: PUbliShed by brown i versi ty, 
vor-Lili, No. l, 1955, P• 131. 
2New York University Bulletin, Catalogue Issue, Washington 
Square Oollege of Arts and Sciences, New York: Publ ished by New 
York University, Vol. LV, Number 33, June 22, 1955, p . 17. 
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Specific requirements exist for those enrolled in law, in 
radio, in pre-teaching. Perhaps an especial)¥ careful check is 
made upon the prospective teaching gr oup because of the New York 
regulation stipulating that anyone. deficient in any way in speaking 
cannot teach in New York State. Pre-teaching students at New York 
University must complete four points in Fundamentals of Speech and 
a Stuqy of the Speech Mechanism and Phonetics. If they apply for 
practice teaching through the School of Education, the.y must pass a 
qualifying speech test just as the,r are required to do under similar 
conditions at Boston University. If a candidate is studying to 
teach English, at least six points of speech including the two courses 
mentioned above are necessar.y. If a student does not improve suffi-
ciently after a year of study, he must take a second year of speech 
11 to be designated by the department in each case. 111 Practice and 
Principles of Using Voice may be the course required the second year 
if the speech test indicates the vocal expression is not up to the 
standard set for graduates of New York University. Among the colleges 
and universities considered, New York Universitu appears to have the 
most stringent requirements. 
Northwestern University like the State University of Iowa and 
the University of Wisconsin mentioned later in this commentary includes 
a School of Speech. 
A study of the cour ses given and requirements imposed by the 
College of Liberal Arts reveals no mandatory speech work. However, 
the School of Speech offers extensive gr aduate and undergraduate 
lLoc.cit., p. 17. 
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opportunities. All phases of the fiel d from the cl inical to the 
artistic are covered in both fundamental and advanced classes. 
The catalogue of the Col lege of Liberal Arts does state that 
11 a student serio~ly defec.tive in the use of English, either spoken 
or written, will not be recommended for a degree by the Facult,y of 
the College of Liberal Arts. 111 
Students enrolled in the Col lege of Liberal Arts may elect 
courses in the School of Speech. Thus anyone whose speech is sub-
standard may take proper steps to overcome his difficult,y and become 
eligibl e for a degree. 
Although Oberlin Coll ege does not insist upon the compl etion of 
a speech course, the catalogue l ists three offerings open to freshmen: 
two publ ic speaking courses and a class in persuasion, each carrying 
three points of credit per semester. 
The Oberlin Bull etin does state, "It is assumed that the graduate 
of a liberal arts coll ege should be abl e to express his ideas clearl y, 
logically, and persuasivel y . To aid in the development of these speech 
skills basic courses in public speaking, argumentation and debate, 
discussion leadership, and interpr etation m~ be elected without 
prerequisite. '' 2 
Ohio University wher e a Department of Speech exists does require 
all who register to spend one hour a week for one semester on fundamentals. 
lNorthwestern Universi Bull etin The Coll ege of Liberal Arts, 
Chicago and Evanston, Illinois : Published y Northwestern University, 
For the Academic Year 1954-1955, p. 22. 
20berlin College Bulletin, Catalogue Issue, The College of Arts 
and Sciences, Announcements for the Sessions 1954-1955, Vol. 52, No . 5. 
Oberlin, Ohio: Published b.r Oberlin College, April, 1954, p. 108. 
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~everal beginning courses including Fundamentals of Speech, Voice 
and Articulation, Public Speaking, Principles of Argumentation, 
and Oral Interpretation1 may be elected during the first two years. 
Known as a progressive institution Rollins College of Winter 
Park, Florida does not make speech mandatory. Fundamentals of 
Speaking is prerequisite to any other courses in the field. ~ten-
sive mrk in Theatre Arts and Radio is offered in addition to such 
s tandbys as Fundamentals of Speaking l i , Discussion and Debate, 
Oral Interpretation,and Modern Speech Practices.2 
Although Sarah Lawrence College g ives several opportunities 
to students desiring to stuqy performing arts, radio, and television, 
no speech courses as such appeared in the catalogue. 3 
Like several other colleges previously mentioned Simmons College 
administers a brief oral reading test during orientation week to dis-
cover 11who can benefit from a short program of voice recordings and 
individual conferences f or improving speech. 114 
With a five member department teaching twenty-two courses, Skid-
more College presents experience in speech, drama, radio and television. 
l Ohio Universi!.l Bulletin, Catalogue Number, Athens, Ohio: Pub-
lished by Ohio University, Volume LI, No. 2, Februazy, 1954, PP • 291- 292. 
2Bulletin of Rollins College, Catalogue Issue, Vol. L, No. 3, 
Winter Park, Florida: PUblished by ROllins College, April, 1955 , p. 80 . 
3Bulletin of Sarah Lawrence College, Catalogue Issue, Bronxville, 
New York : Published by Sarah Lawrence College, 19>4, PP • 82- 83. 
4s immons College Bulletin, Catalogue Number for 1955-1956 Session, 
Vol. XLVIII, No. 7, Boston, Massachusetts: Published by Simmons College, 
April, 1955, P• 82. 
A voice and dict ion test obligatory ••at some time during the fresh-
man year"1 requires any subject lacking average competence to enr oll 
for one hour a week in a non- cr edit speech course . 
The State Universi t y of Iowa does administer speech and hearing 
2 
tests " to all incoming students. " Those found want.ing in e i ther or 
both r espects, m~ r eceive without extra charge assistance from the 
competent staff of the Speech Cl inic. Prospective s t udents who have 
special difficulties such as stutter ing or acute hearing probl ems 
are urged to cormnunicate with the clinic staff prior to registration 
in or der tbat adequat e housing, scheduling, and academic arrangements 
~ be made in advance. 
All students, except those whose achievement test r esul·ts are 
of high cal.ibre, must take a communication skills course, but this 
work is more cl osely allied to the usual Fr eshman English offering 
than to the Fundamentals of Speech. However , a freshman whose speech 
test score is high, may el ect Fundamentals of Speald.ng to acquire a 
sound foundation for fut ure wor k in communications . 
A transfer student may sati sfy the basic requirement by 11pr e -
senting siX semester hour s of credit in ~glish Composition and 
Rhetoric and t wo semester hours of credit in :;)peech---or by trans-
ferring six semester hours in English Composition and Rhetori c and 
completing two semest er hours of cr edit in Speech at this University. ") 
lskidmor e College Bulletin, Catalogue Issue, Saratoga Spr ings, 
New York: Publ ished by Skidmore College, 1955 , P• .55 . 
2state Universit y of Iowa Publ ication, Catalogue Number, 1954, 
Iowa City, Iowa: Published by t he Univer sity, New Series, No .. l 6.36, 
April 3, 19.54, p . 4.5 . 
Jlbid., P• ,51. 
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Once his college career is begun at Iowa the interested stu-
dent finds every type of speech work he ma.Y desire among the total 
of about 135 scheduled offerings. 
At Stetson University in Del and, Florida, twenty-nine courses 
taught by five faculty members give basic practice in fundamentals, 
diction and voice training, as well as more ~dvanced training in 
radio, acting, and oral interpretation. The University Bulletin 
made no reference to a speech test at any time during the four year 
period. 
A part time instructor provides some practice in speaking at 
Swarthmore College. The class meets for one hour each week, and no 
members receive academic credit for completion of the work. 
Azoong the school s in tJle College of Liberal Arts at Syracuse 
University a School of Speech is listed. Extensive opportuniti es 
for majors provided by this institution attract m~ undergraduates 
and graduates each year. All realms of oral expression are repre-
sented in the curricula. Like New York Universicy the College of 
Liberal Arts at Syracuse will graduate no student who "lacks proficiency 
in speech."1 Every person entering whether freshman or transfer 
student must submit to a speech test to discover any speech inadequacy. 
Even though Tufts College administers no speech test and en-
forces no requirement in the field, Publ ic Speaking, Voice and 
Diction, Oral Interpretation, Drama, Argumentation and Debate appear 
in the catalogue. Public Speaking and Voi ce and Dicti on class en-
rollment is limited to fifteen students per section. 
lcollege of Liberal Arts acuse Oniversit Bulletin, Volume 
LXXXIII, No. 7, acuse, New York: Published by tbrracuse University , 
August 1, 1?54, p. 193. 
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The s.ystero which has been instituted at the University of New 
Hampshire demands "remedial work in speech of all students 'Whose 
speech is found unsatisfactory ."1 Apparently all faculty members 
are urged to report any cases of speech defic-iency. 1ihich m8¥ occur 
at any time during the four years. A student so designated will be 
assigned or reassigned for speech instruction. In addition to such 
mandatory remedial work, the Department of Speech provides basic and 
advanced work in public speaking, radio, and theatre. 
Well known throughout the East for its contributions of theatre 
trained and speech trained graduates, the University of North Carolina 
operates a branch in Greensboro called specifically, the Woman 's 
College. This institution places responsibility for seeking remedial 
help upon the students themselves. "Advisers, department heads, o7 
interested faculty members may recommend112 that certain girls receive 
assistance in the speech clinic. 
All such courses as The Speaking Voice, Oral Interpretation, 
Speech for Radio, Speech Clinic, Fundamentals, and Story Telling are 
incorporated into the Department of English. 
A similar arrangement exists at the lhiversity of Penns.ylvania 
in the College of Liberal Arts for Women where Public Speaking and 
Interpretation are offered under the Department of English. This 
University Bulletin does not mention in the curricula of the College 
lUniversity of New Hampshire Bulletin, Catalogue I ssue, Durham, 
New Hampshire: Volume XLVI, No. 8, April, 1955, p . 158. 
2The Woman 1 s College of the Universi ~ o:f North Carolina Bulletin, 
Catalogue Issue for the year 195 3-19 , Volu.me XLIII , No. 3, reensboro, 
North Carolina: Published qy the College, April 1955 , P• 127. 
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of Liberal Arts for Women any speech test, nor does it refer to 
any speech r equirement. 
Another university which places speech in the English Department 
is the University of Rhode Island where Public Speaking, Debate , 
Radio Speaking, Dramatics and Stagecraft are taught. Here, too, no 
speech testing is done and no speaking requirement is imposed. 
The University of Wisconsin requires Fundamentals of Speech 
(3 credits) in the sophomore year for those enrolled in the Physical 
Medicine (Physical Therapy) curriculum. 
At Vassar College, Acting and Play Production with other allied 
courses receive menti on under Drama. Oral English for Freshmen corres-
ponds apparently to the fundamentals of speech. The Vassar catalogue 
refers to no speech test. "During the first semest er the instructors 
in Oral Engl ish will give an individual conference to every student 
el ecting English 105--Problems of Writing and Reading or English 130--
Periods of Engl ish Literature. "1 . Oral English for the second semester 
stresses fundamentals of speech and voice product ion. Also repre-
sented in the Vassar roster are Radio Production and Poetry Reading. 
Well esley, also, uses a conference method to appraise oral com-
mmication. However, the catalogue states "all freshmen and transfer 
s t udents are required to attend an individual conference at which a 
diagnosti c test and an analysis of the student's speech and voice 
will be made. 112 Those judged in need of professional help wil l be 
lBulletin of Vassar College, Catalogue 1955-1956, Poughkeepsie, 
New York, p. 81. 
2Bulletin of Wellesley College, Catalogue Number, Wellesley, 
Hassachusetts : 1955 , P• 107. 
assigned to specific courses or will be scheduled for individual 
work with one of the instructors. Later in the college career a 
girl will submit to a second test to determine whether she has ful-
filled the speech requirement for her degree, needs further help, 
or "may elect advanced courses without prerequisites."1 A Wellesley 
student receives no credit for conference work while a girl enrolled 
in a regularly scheduled class receives the specified number of 
credit hours. 
Among the course titles listed are Fundamentals, Public Speaking, 
Play Production, and Oral Interpretation taught by three instructors 
· who are not members of the Department of English. 
i'he Wheaton College Bulletin refers to the Department of English, 
Speech, and Drama where all oral or performing arts offerings can be 
found. 
No record of any testing plans and no statement of a requirement 
appear, but the stipulation is made that "students may be advised at 
the end of the first year to take Speech and Drama 20.5a or b--Spoken 
English. "2 The usual electives, Oral Interpretation, Dramatic Theory 
and Practice, Play Production, and Techniques of Drama are presented 
for student consideration. 
The College of William and :t-1ary employs two instructors to teach 
the following courses: Public Speaking, Voice and Diction, Oral 
1Loc.cit., p. 107. 
2Wheaton College Bulletin, Catalo~ue Issue, Series XLII, No . 2, 
Norton, Massachusetts : Published by the College, November, 19.54, p. 49. 
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Interpretation, and Radio Broadcasting. Advanced work is given in 
Oral Interpretation and Stagecraft. 
No statement of any kind of speech test appears, and there is 
no evidence of a requirement in the area of oral expression. 
The twenty-five representative colleges and universities 
reviewed have several attributes in common: all are recognized 
as qualified institutions of higher learning; all accept at least 
a few transfer students; all offer courses in speech. 
Several differences become apparent at once, of course. At 
least Mount Holyoke, \vellesley, and Vassar belong to the "Ivy 
League" of women 1 s colleges. Among the others named Pembroke is 
allied with Brown and may b~ considered to exist in a coeducational 
setting . Simmons, according to the catalogue is "part coeducational!' 
Skidmore and Wheaton, remaining representatives of the women's colleges, 
both much smaller than their more famous sisters, attract many stu-
dents each year. The Woman's College of the University of North 
Carolina belongs to a large university s.ystem, as does the College 
of Liberal Arts for Women of the University of Pennsylvanisr Oberlin, 
Rollins, Sarah Lawrence, Swarthmore, Tufts, and the College of William 
and Mary fit into the coeducational category. Only recently Tufts 
became a Universit.y and perhaps should be placed in the list with 
Boston University, New York University, Northwestern University, 
Ohio Universit,y, the State University of Iowa, Stet son Universit,y, 
Syracuse Universit,y, the Universit,y of New Hampshire, the Universit,y 
of Rhode Island, and the Universit,r of Wisconsin. 
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Relative to this portion of the survey several questions might 
be proposed. First, how many colleges make speech tests mandatory 
for freshmen or transfer students? Of those colleges and universi-
ties studied five colleges and five universities (about 40 per cent) 
cited a testing program involving a speech evaluation. 
Second, in how many institutions is some form of speech study 
required? The for~ per cent who appraised the speech of incoming 
students by test or conference followed up by requiring those found 
lacking competence to remove the deficiency by working under the 
guidance of a clinician or by taking a specified course. The first 
method carried no academic credit; the second method carried credit 
in some institutions.. Two universities, New York University and the 
University of Wisconsin required certain phases of speech in desig-
nated curricula. ·At Wheaton and at the V.loman r s College of the Uni var-
sity of North Carolina where no formal t r aining was reported, stu-
dents might be advised by faculty members to elect Oral English to 
improve their status as speakers. Thus in fourteen cases of the 
twenty-five, 56 per cent, speech requirements of some sort existed. 
As previously indicated, a general speech requirement is seldom found. 
Third, with what f requency did definite courses appear on the 
list of titles described'! Fundamentals stood at the head of the line, 
since it was represented in 20 out of 25 instances or in 80 per cent 
of the cases; 14 or $6 per cent offered public speaking in some form; 
13 or 52 per cent provided work in oral interpretation; 12 or 48 per 
cent presented pl ay production; 7 or 28 per cent gave courses in acting. 
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Since the title Play Production often covered acting, the percentage 
here proved somewhat difficult to compute. In 11 or 44 per cent of 
the schools radio was a part of the curriculum; and 9 cr 36 per cent 
gave academic credit for public address and debate. Of course those 
large universities where schools of speech have been organized or 
where extensive departments in the field have been developed named 
such a variety of possibilities that mentioning all of them would 
be pointless. 
Later in this study the frequency of a given course offering will 
prove helpful in determining the direction and scope of speech at 
Colby Junior College . 
Fourth, in what departments was speech training offer ed? Three 
universities placed their courses in the Department of English. 
Vassar cited no actual credit for any speaking done outside the 
Department of Drama. Swarthmore mentioned no accredited course in 
the field under any departmental designation. Other colleges 
assigned to the department such titles as Speech and Drama, Speech 
and Theatre Arts, Drama and Speech, and Performing Arts. Four of the 
universities include Schools of Speech. In some cases no name was 
assigned to the department. Just a listing of the major oral areas 
covered prefaced the catalogue descriptions in the field. 
Thus 40 per cent of the educational institutions studied use 
speech tests, 56 per cent have some form of requirement, 80 per cent 
offer fundamentals , 56 per cent public speaking, 52 per cent oral 
interpretation, 48 per cent pl ay production, and ~4 per cent radio, 
The departmental designation varies greatly among the institutions 
cited. 
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CHAPTER V 
A PROPOSED FUTURE PRCGRJiH FOR 'lHE DEPAR'IMI!NT OF 
SPEECH AND DFUU•IATICS AT COLBY JUNIOR COLlEGE 
FOR \-Kl1EN 
Academic Recommendations 
The purpose of this chapter is to propose a specific program, 
to suggest additions to the instructional staff, and to describe the 
facilities which should be provided for speech work when the archi-
tects plan the new quarters in Saw.yer Hall. 
Title of the Department: The present department at Colby has 
for sone time felt unhappy about the title applied to it; Department 
of Speech and Dramatics . The perusal of other college catalogues has 
shown a varie~~ of designations assigned to the field. 
The introduction to this stuqy refers to speech as an inclusive 
term. In the April, 1955 issue of The Quarterly Journal of §peech, 
Dr. W. Norwood Brigance quoted f r om John P. Ryan of Grinnell College 
tmo spoke at an Association meeting thirty years ago . Dr. Ryan remarked 
then, "The best title under which to work is Department of Speech. 
The word speech is old, short, simple, stable, well-known, accurate, 
common, learned, definite, extensive, and academically acceptable •••• 
Small and simple as is the word speech, yet it i s the only word ·l arge 
enough to cover the present activities. 111 Dr . Brigance pointed out 
that the Association agr eed soon after Dr. Ryan ' s talk that departments 
lHenry L. Ewbank, Sr., A. Craig Baird, w. Norwood Brigance, 
Wayl and t:r. Parrish, and Andrew T. Weaver, "'What is Speech, A Symposium, 11 
The Quarterly Journal of Speech, Vol. XLI, No .. 2, April 195 5, .P. 148. 
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in the field be call ed Departments of Speech; the organization itself 
became "The National Association of the Teachers of Speech, the 
publication was named The Quarterly Journal of Speech Education. "l 
Dr. Brigance directed attention to an address by Dr. Claude M. Wise 
of Louisiana State Universi~ who depl ored such appellations as 
"Department of Speech and Drama; Department of Speech and Dramatic 
n2 Art, Department of Speech and almost any other phase of the area. 
This first proposal stems f r om the writer ' s agreement w"'ith the 
11elder statesmen" whose beliefs were noted above. It is recommended 
that the department be known as the Department of Speech and that it 
be so designated in the Catalogue. 
Speech Requirement: The second r ecommendation is that a Col b,y 
student be required to compl ete a semester of work in the Department 
of Speech. 
As noted earlier 40 per cent of the senior colleges and univer-
sities studied require those whose speech tests show deficiencies to 
take prescribed steps to remove t hose deficiencies. Wellesley comes 
the closest to an out and out requirement. Among the junior colleges 
the Bradford catalogue records a f l exible but definite stipulation 
that a course in speaking must be completed. Four other jtm.ior colleges 
and at least two universities on the list make some form of academic 
wor k in speaking mandatory in certain curricula. 
Colleges l ike Mount Holyoke where all formal speech courses 
are elective point up the increasing need for college training in 
speaking. A recent survey conducted by the Speech Department through 
the Mount Holyoke Alumnae Association reported that "nine out of ten 
.. ' 
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11ount Holyoke gr aduates do some speaking, "1 this in spite of the 
fact that "42 per cent of the class of 19.5 7 thought they l«>uld not 
be making any speeches during college or afterwards. 11 2 The consen-
sus among the alumnae was that college women need training to enable 
them to meet the many speaking situations of their post- college lives. 
One alumna wrote, "I am now active in clubs and the League of Women 
Voters and heartily wish I had had training in public speaking in 
college. I have to speak, often, and dread it. n3 
Pertinent here is a quotation from R. L. Lyman who said " Speech 
comprises more than 90 per cent of all language in daily use. Physicians 
use .598 spoken words for each l-1I'itten word; lawyers, 212 spoken words 
for each written word; teachers, 109.5 spoken words for each written 
word; and commercial salesmen, 1.544 spoken words for each written 
word. The proportion of spoken words to written words in daily use 
in other professions is similar. n4 
The above data is sufficient to indicate t hat a required course 
in speech would be a practical addition to a curricultnn. The writer's 
experience has shown that many students dread speaking so much 
they refuse to elect it. 
1Tatma.n, Clarise, "Alumnae 'Who Speak," Mount Holyoke Alumnae 
Quarterly, Volume XXXIX, Number 3, Fall 19.5.5,. P• 90. 
2Ibid. , p. 89. 
3Ibid., P• 91. 
La.lasgow, George }1., ~namic Public Speaking, New York: Harper 
and Brothers Publishers, 190, p. 4., quoting R. L. Lyman, "Summary 
of Investigations Relating to Grammar, Language, and Composition," p. 13. 
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or what should the requirement consist? Three hours a week 
for one semester is the length of time recoamended for this stufy. 
The specific course proposed is Fundamentals of Speaking. On the 
basis of the survey of the college catalogues mentioned, the assumption 
is made that a girl transferring could receive credit for the funda-
mentals work. I£ a junior had by chance completed the equivalent in 
preparatory school, she could be permitted to enroll in the more 
advanced offering, Voice and Diction, also transferrable . If a 
student ' s speech test indicated an unusual natural proficiency in 
speald.ng, she might, with the approval of the Chairman of the Depart-
ment, enter upon the Voice and Diction course. 
In the "Symposium" previously quoted, Dr. Wayland M. Parrish 
spoke out for fundamentals . As the content of such a course is con-
sidered, the question arises, "What are f\Dldamentals?" Basing his 
decision upon the thoughts expressed by the early exponents of "the 
elocution movement" and upon nineteenth century writings in the field, 
·t.he topics he pointed to "voice, articulation, tempo, emphasis, pause, 
and inflection are the topics ~ich constitute the core of the disci-
pline . These," he said, 11are the fundamentals of speech. "1 'Ihe writer 
-would include also practice in oral reading and in the formulation and 
presentation or basic types of speeches to give students prac~ical 
experience in us~ the fundamentals listed by Dr. Parrish. 
The required fundamentals course would not include a study of the 
l.t.wbank, Baird, Brigance, Parrish, and eaver, op . cit., p . 1$1. 
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anatorv and physiology of the l'll8chanism, nor would it st.ress a study 
of the International Phonetic Alphabet. Anatoli\Y and physiology and 
phonetics would be a part of the raore advanced Voice and Diction 
offering. '!herein lies the principal difference between the two 
courses. 
The problem of textbook choice needs careful consideration. 
Dr. Power' s treatment of Fundamentals of Speeoh1 is .frequently suggested 
for use in fundamentals classes. The author has divided his material 
into seven parts . The first four deal with speech as a skill : social., 
semantic, vocal , and phonetic. The last three contain data concerned 
with public speaking, conference speaking, and the speech arts . 
The !our chapters dealing with vocal skill explain in non- technical 
terms such f\mda:nental.s as tempo, emphasis, pause, and inflection. 
The tour chapters stressing phonetic skUl are not dependent upon 
phonetics as such. Diagrams show the positions of the articulators 
tor all vowel and consonant sounds . Five chapters describe the methods 
of speech organization and cover the problems involved in the basic 
types of publ ic speaking. The l ast seven chapters stress group dis-
cuesion, debate, oral r eading, conversation, and radio-teleVision 
speaking . 
'lhroughout t..he book Dr . Powers pt"esents projects for assign-
cents as well as examples to illustrate major points in each chapter. 
The author has covered all the items proposed above for inclu-
sion in the fmdamentals course. 
lpowers, David G., Fundamentals of Speech , New York : McGraw-Hill 
Book Co. , 1951, pp. 384. 
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Basic Training in speech1 by Lester Thonssen and Howard 
Gilkinson is another possible choice for a required course. These 
authors record their material under seven different headings. 
Following the introduction speech is presented as a reflective 
experience, a means of social adjustment, and a medium through which 
personalit.y is expressed. 
Part three deals with "Basic Habits and Skill s" which include 
such fundamentals as voice, tempo (call ed rate here), emphasis, pause, 
and articulation~ It does not appear to incl ude a discussion of 
inflection. The phonetic alphabet is used to t each the sounds of 
Engl ish and to teach pr onunciation. This text does not employ di a-
grams to illustrate the formation of vowel and consonant sounds. 
Part four explains the basic "Techniques of Speech Composition" 
including theories and aims of publ ic speaking, organization of 
speeches of various types, use of visual aids, and presentation of 
the speech. 
Part five contains material dealing with oral r eading, discussion, 
and debate. Part six, just preceding the concluding chapter, stresses 
persuasive speaking, cites 11 exper i.mental studies," and gives brief 
crit ical analyses of several great speakers of past generations. 
These author s, too, covered almost all the points listed under 
.fundamentals. However, they emphasized the phonetic alphabet as a 
medium for teaching articulation and pronunciation. As noted previously 
that method ~uld not be followed in the required course proposed for 
lThonssen, Lester and Gilkinson, Howard, Basic Training in Speech, 
Second Edition, Boston: D. c. Heath and Co ., 1953, pp. 449. 
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inclusion in the Col by curriculum. 
Both General Speech1 and Essentials of General Speech2 by 
Dr. A. Cr aig Baird and Dr. Frankl in Knower qualify as possible texts 
under the criteria set up for the content of a fWldamentals course. 
Since these two books were reviewed in Chapter II, no further data 
will be presented here. 
The description of the present offering in Voice and Diction 
shows that a gr asp of the essential s of the anatomy and physi ology 
of the voice and speech mechanisms pl us a knowledge of basic phonetics 
is required . As pointed out earlier in the chapter, Voice and Diction 
which woul d be a more advanced course than Fundamental s would continue 
to stress these two phases of t he stuey. Here, too, students would 
gain practical experience through pr esentation of speeches to inform, 
to persuade, or to entertain. There is no reason to exclude Bible 
reading and other basic forms of oral interpretation. 
Girls enrolled in Voice and Dicti on would be expected to achieve 
a higher calibre presen t ati on than those less experi enced or less 
capable . Through such practice it is hoped they would develop the 
interest and the ability to go on into the mor e advanced work to be 
mentioned later in the chapter . 
Dr. Virgil Anderson ' s Tr aining the Speaking Voice,3 the text 
presently in use, divides the work into three parts: "The Voice, 
l Baird, A. Craig; Knower, Franklin, H. Gener al Speech, An Intro-
duction, New York : HcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1949, pp . 500 _ -~ 
2Baird, .A . Craig ; Knower, Fr anklin H., Essentials of General Speech, 
New York: NcGraw-Hill Brook Company, 1952, pp . 253. 
)Anderson, Virgil A., Train~ the Sftaking Voice, New York : 
Oxford University Press, Inc., 19 2, pp. 07. 
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- Diction for Speech, and Practice Selections for Voice and Diction." 
Part one includes a study of breathing for speech and of tone pro-
duction; both processes are explained by r eferences to the anato~ 
and physiology of the mechanisms invol ved . Chapters concerning 
physics of voice, resonance, vocal variety, and personality through 
voice complete the pictur e. 
Part two empl oys phonetic symbol s to show how clarity of arti-
culati0n and enunciation as well as accuracy of pronunciation may 
be attained in isolated sounds, in words, in sentences, and in con-
nected speech. 
In part three Dr. Anderson has proposed selecti ons and exercises 
for practice. Other exercises have been inserted at the conclusion 
of each chapter. 
New Course Offerings : Third, it is proposed that sever al new 
courses be introduced. The first of these is Public Speaking. 
Either Fundamentals or Voice and Diction as a prerequisite to Publ ic 
Speaking would provide sufficient f oundation for the advanced work. 
Several pUblishers offer books designed for such classes. 
Appleton- Century- Crofts, Inc. recommends Speech: Its Techniques and 
Disciplines in a Fr ee Society1 by Dr. Norwood Brigance. 
The content of this book is organized in six parts . Part one 
explains the method of "getting st artedn by discussing ways of 
stimulating effective l istening ; by telling the speaker how to 
l Br igance, William Norwood, Speech: Its Techniques and Disciplines 
in a Free Society, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. , 1952, pp. 582 . 
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"manage ideas11 and how to "manage himself • 11 
Part two presents facts a speaker must know about his audience; 
it shows how persuasion may be used to influence public opinion; and it 
discusses the "Seven Lamps of Planning a Speech to t'ersuade." 
Part three explains the steps involved in preparation of a 
speech: the selection of a subject, the statement of the thesis, 
the techniques of outlining, and the methods of organizing ideas in 
the introduction, the boqy, and the conclusion of the talk. 
Part four shows how to direct attention to the speaker, how to 
improve voice quality, how to increase clarity, how to make speech 
more audible, and how to use ethical persuasion. 
Part five deals with special occasions and special forms of 
speaking. Discussion and radio- television speaking are included 
here. This section presents the techniques of parliamentary pro-
cedure. 
Part six shows the ninfluence of speech making on industrialism 
and democr acy • 11 
The appendix records speeches qy four well-known speakers of the 
present day. 
Scott, Foresman and Company suggests Principles and Types of 
Speechl by Dr. Alan H. Monroe. After compl eting his introduction, 
the author proceeds to the presentation of thirtf-three chapters 
which he has divided into five parts • 
.l.tionroe, Alan H., Principles and Types of Speech, Fourth Edition, 
Chicago~ ucott, For esman and Company, 1949, ~P· 672. 
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Here the first part deals wit.b 11 basic principles of delivery" 
such as bodily action and vocal quality 1 variety 1 and clarity. The 
second part stresses "basic pr inciples of speech composition" in-
eluding choice of subject, l~ting subject, analysis of the speech 
situation, ga ther ing data, organizing and outlinine., and wording the 
complete speech . The use of the "motivated sequence" is str essed. 
The third part describes various t1pee of speeches and explains t he 
techniques invol ved in talks to entertain, to inform, to stimulate, 
or to convince. Tne fourth part discusses speeches for special oc-
casiona such as : speeches of introduction, loelcorne, greeting, presen-
tation, acceptance, goodwill, and tribute. Here considerable data 
rel&tee to radio- television spea.k:Ulg and to after dinner speaking. 
The filth part stresses parliamentary procedure and tecbniql:es of 
various types of group discussion . At the concl\.sion of each chap-
ter a set of probl ems is presented. 'lhroughout the text points made 
are illustrated by specific examples. 
The ~nerican Book Company proffers Public Speaking for College 
Studentsl by Dr. Lionel Cr ocker . ln this text the content is organized 
under four major heaciings, 11 The Speaker, The Speech, The Audience, and 
The Occasion. " 
Hefore the author opens his discussion, he offers in outline 
form 11Principlea of Speech Composition, Principles of Delivery, and 
Criteria for Judging a Speech. " 
lcrocker, Lionel, Publ ic ~ak1ng for College Students, Second 
.r.dition, New York: American Boo COjjiany, l~O, pp . SOB. 
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The section dealing with the speaker refers to the attitudes, 
bodily reactions, voice, diction, delivery, memory and imagination 
of the person giving the talk~ The section concerned with the speech 
covers purposes of speaking, choosing the subject, assembling data, 
using supporting details, "supporting the assertion" by proof, or-
ganization and outlining, selecting appropriate language, and em-
ploying techniqu~s to project humor. The section referring to the 
audience shows how to analyze the audience, how to stimulate listening, 
and how to persuade. The fourth part giving suggestions for pre-
senting special occasion speeches, for conducting discussions, and 
f or speaking before the microphone is followed by appendices which 
offer "materials for interpretation and declamation" and give 11models 
for speech composition." 
The second proposal possibl e of classification under new courses 
concerns the expansion of both Acting and Play Production to full 
year courses. Since 1940 the department at Colby has offered at 
least some curricular opportunity in these areas. As noted, at the 
present time a semester of each specialty may be elected. With added 
facilities the full year of Acting and the full year of Play Pr oduc-
tion would be feasible. Either Fundamentals of Speaking or Voice 
and Diction should be prerequisite or corequisite for acting . 
Reference to data gathered from other college catalogues indi-
cates that a year of either course is gener ally available. Four years 
ago a Colby student wished to transfer to Syracuse liniversi ty to major 
in speech. Dr. Sawyer Falk wrote to say that the two one semester 
courses in theatre would be recognized if the girl completed the second 
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semester at Syracuse. 1n that instance a full year would have 
proved advantageous. 
At least two girls interested in building a foundation for 
a theatre major have transferred recently at the conclusion of the 
f irst year, for they realized that without more equipment Colby could 
not give them a second year in the field of their choice. One of 
these girls will be graduated in June from the Boston University 
School of Public ~elations and Communications. Her picture appears 
in Plate III of the previous chapter. Two transfers do not consti-
tute a threat to the department ' s prestige, but they do show that 
serious speech students want to carry their strongest interest simul-
taneousl y with other liberal arts subjects. 
A year of Acting would make possible far more actual stage ex-
perience in both scenes and one- act plays. A girl who creat ed several 
characterizations rather than only one could learn to know her capa-
cities and could develop any talent she might have more rapidly. 
In a theatre presided over by a director-technician plays re-
quiring several sets could be pr oduced with the assistance of s t udents 
trained in a Play Production class. A division of the November, 195$ , 
speech conference held in Boston stressed the province of the college 
theatre . Professor Frances Sidlauskas of the Boston University theatre 
pointed out that the college can utilize a large cast play with several 
scenery changes. Expense prevents professional producers from attempt-
ing such large scale dramatic productions . Plays like "The lldmirable 
Crichton11 seldom presented by New York compani es today can be offered 
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by a college group. 1 
Even in more incl usive courses the textbooks now in use would 
not prove inadequate. The Art of Acting by John Dolman, Jr. 2 and 
Plgy Production by Milton Smith? supplemented by collateral readings, 
by practical projects and by material resources of a theatre should 
give Colby girls of the future the kind of dramatic opportunities 
denied to classes now. 
The third new course proposed is a one semester offering in 
Oral Interpretation availabl e either semester. The James H. Burpee 
Speech Recital noted as a traditional program promises to remain a 
part of the speech picture during the years to come . Chapter I1 
records that Oral Interpretatio~ was abandoned when the Administr a-
tion asked the department to choose between that course and the 
Acting- Play Production combination. The department can, with an in-
cr eased number of instructors and augmented facilities, afford to 
add work so necessar,y for participants in an oral reading program and 
for any others interested. Instead of seeking volunteers for the tra-
ditional recital, those enrolled in Oral Interpretation could prepare 
the evening 1 s fare as the principal project of the semester. Two 
separate recitals might be presented if the course were offered either 
semester. In the first quarter an apt student could gl ean for her use 
lPotter, John Hason , "Advances in Education, College Theatre is 
Growing in Importance," The Boston Sunday Post, November 27, 1955, p.A-9 . 
2no1man, John Jr. , The Art of Acting, New York: · Harper and Brothers, 
1949, pp . 313. 
3Smith, Milton, Play Production. New York: Appleton-Century- Crofts, 
Inc . 1948, pp. 482. 
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the major fundamental principles; during the second quarter she 
could spend more time concentrating upon the special selection 
chosen for recital presentation. 
About 52 per cent of the colleges referred to earlier listed 
work in Oral .Interpretation. Ordinarily transfer credit will be 
given for a course comparable in content to one taught in the college 
to which the student is transferring. It is permissible to assume 
that in most instances Oral Interpretation would be accepted for trans-
fer, at least if the girl planned to major in speech . 
Among the texts brought to the writer's attention is Oral 
Interpretation1 by Charlotte I. Lee of Northwestern Universit.y. 
This book is organized to present, first the general principles basic 
to all oral reading. These include choice of material, "analysis, 
preparation, and presentation of material," bodily expression, and 
vocal development. Parts two , three, and four deal with interpreta-
tion of prose, drama, and poetry respectively. Throughout the chap-
ters certain excerpts and complete selections are analyzed; others are 
proposed for practice. 
Fourth, the department proposes that Fundamentals of Radio be 
offered as a full year elective for seniors with a prerequisite of 
Fundamentals of Speaking or Voice and Diction. 44 per cent of the 
senior colleges and universities and f ive out of seven junior colleges 
listed radio for regular academic credit. 
l'1ost citizens today will speak before a microphone; many of them 
~Lee, Charlotte I., Oral Interpretation, Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1952, pp. 596. 
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will prepare their own scripts . Some formal professional assistance 
at the college level will hel p young women to learn to meet future 
contingencies with the equanimity born of basic experience. 
Speech Clinic : The department suggests that a Sueech Clinic be 
establ ished to give prof essional -help without academic credit to 
those in need of it. Chapter III refers to a recommendation made in 
the spring of 1955. Lack of space prevented the establishment of a 
cl inic the purpose of which would be to give assistance to students 
having articulatory difficulties, minor disturbances of voice and 
speech, foreign accent, and hearing probl ems . Such a Speech Clinic 
would parallel the remedial reading program instituted successfully 
at Colby during the present academic year . 
§peech Test~ : Speech tests reintroduced in September, 1955, 
should be continued. All entering students should be given an audio-
metric test, also, for hearing diffictuties can affect adversely a 
girl ' s standing in. all ·phases of college life. 
When the Academic Committee completed a second Departmental 
Survey in May, 1955, the report submitted to t he Administrati on con-
tained the statement that a major at the junior college level was not 
considered consistent with the philosophy of that type of educational 
institution. Both the Department of Nusic and the Department of Art 
agreed that the Catalogue of April, l956,should not refer to a major 
but should make it clear that Colby courses provide excellent founda-
tions for future majors in those fields as well as in several others. 
With that same philosophy in mind the Department of Speech does 
not propose a major but suggests a required course in Fundamentals of 
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Recommended Facilities 
Exactly what facilities are necessary to carry out the program 
proposed? The Department of Speech r ecommends that the theatre wing 
of Sawyer Hall include a speech laboratory, t hree speech classrooms, 
a radio-studio classroom, and three offices, as well as a theatre . 
Speech Laboratory: A language laboratory, recently built at the 
University of Indiana, has many of the features needed in a speech 
laboratory at Col by. The Indiana installation serves 800 first year 
students in the Department of l1odern Languages . The writer estimates 
that a speech laboratory recommended would need to serve approximately 
300 Colby students. 
Professor Hoge describes the new laborator3 at Indiana as follows : 
" I t is housed in a room measuring 35 feet in depth by 29 feet in Width. 
The room i s acousticall y treated (walls and ceiling; rubber tile f loorJ , 
and well- illuminated (three full-length banks of fluorescent lights) . 
The room contains thirty student booths, measuring 37 inches wide, 
37 inches deep, with side walls 68 :inches high and fully treated with 
acoustic tile on the inner surfaces . Each booth is fitted with a 
sliding front paqel to permit visual access to the front of the room. 
Two control consol es house two *agnecord recorders and t wo transcrip-
tion turntables. A desk, placed between the consoles, provides draw 
space as well as mounting for the short-wave receiver. 
11
'l'he output from any of the five sources described may be selected 
for transmission to any booth or combination of booths by means of 
five position sWitches mounted on a master control panel and numbered 
to correspond 't9 the booths. Any source may be monitored by earphones 
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from the control console or reproduced by loudspeaker. 111 
Individual recorders (tape) have been installed in each booth . 
"The student may audit material from any one of the several sources 
and record on tape at his booth this master material, as well as his 
own repetition. The resulting student tape may then be played back 
at the booth without further intervention of the master recorder. 
As a result of a happ,y combination of acoustical treatment of the 
booths and response-pattern of the student position microphones, 
very little adjacent-booth interference is to be observed; each 
booth, in effect, operates as an independent unit."2 
Since, as noted, the speech laboratory at Colby would serve 
approximatelY 300 students, the room housing the equipment would 
need to be about 30 feet in depth by 24 feet in width. It is sug-
gested that eighteen student booths of the same dimensions and con-
struction and supplied with the same kind of sound equipment as 
those described above be installed. Plate V shows a laboratory 
floor plan patterned after the one given in Professor Hoge's article.3 
Because the entire floor space "WOuld not be occupied by the 
booths, the section behind ~~e two consoles and the desk leaves room 
enough for storage cabinets containing recording supplies, models of 
the speech mechanism, and charts to be used in class work. The space 
is adequate for the installation of additional booths when they are 
needed. 
lHoge, Henry H .. , "The Language Laboratory : l.fethods and Materials, 11 
Hispania, Harch 1955, pp. 70-71 
2Loc.cit., P• 71. 
3 Loc.cit., p. 70 . 
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Plate V 
Floor pl~ for proposed Speech Laboratory 
at Colby Junior Coll ege 
Ad&nted from the plan of the Modem Language Laboratory 
at the University of Indiana 
1. Storage cabinets: base 1611 deep, 24" hi gh; superimposed 
cabinets 10" deep, 60" high. 
2. Contr ol consol es and desk. 
) • Listening- recording booths. 
1 . Loc . cit., p.70 . 
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Adjacent to the main laboratory two smaller rooms 1 2 feet in 
width and 9 feet in depth should be located. One of these would be 
acoustic~ly treated for audiometric testing and should be equipped 
with an audiometer, a desk, and chairs for student and instructor. 
The other small room also acoustically treated and equipped ~nth a 
tape recorder would be used for speech tests and for clinical work 
with individual students . 
Sneech Classrooms : Three speech classrooms also, 30 feet in 
depth by 2::> feet in width are needed. In each room disc recording 
equipment should be availabl e for class use . All three rooms need 
to be treated acoustically . Ideally a radiant screen about 70 inches 
by 70 inches should be installed in each room. The department should 
own other equipment for showing both slides and movies • . Adequate pro-
vi sion mus t be made for darkening the rooms. The usual board spa~e, 
furniture , and bulletin boards should be included. 
Radio-Studio Classroom: In addition to the regular classrooms 
described a radio-studio classroom is needed for work in Fundamentals 
of Radio . 
Earle McGil.t, :in a book called Radio-Directing, describes the 
studio-classroom at the University of Iowa;. "The classroom11 he writes, 
"is the control room for the studio . A large double plateglass window 
separating'the studio and the class control room provides visibilit.y 
for students in the classroom. To enhance visibilit.y in the classroom 
seats are tiered. A speech input amplifier is located before the 
window in the right hand corner of the classroom. To provide gr eater 
visibilit.y for the engineer and director, the area on which the 
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amplifier is located has been raised above the floor level of the 
studio . Because the sound affects room cannot adjoin the studio, 
an aisle leading do~ the side of the classroom to the studio is 
ramped so heavy pieces of equipment, such as doors, can be rolled 
into the studio rather than carried dom steps. The studio is 
both rehearsal studio and broadcasting studio . Undesignated rooms 
are properly undesignated so that as uses arise for them they can 
be effectively utilized. n1 
The arrangement pictured by Mr. t1d) Ul is the type which is 
reoollli'Tiended for Colby . On the plan seven undesigna ted rooms are 
incl,Jded. For the purposes of this department four would be ade-
quate . Those indicated at the speech office end of the plan sho'WD 
in Plate VI wuld not be needed. 
Department Offices : Plate VI locat.es the office area at the 
left of the entrance and places the studio- classroom at the right. 
The space shown on the plan could be divided into three small offices 
rather than one large one . It is the belief of the writer that small, 
individual offices are preferable to a larger "conuri0n 11 one. A good 
desk, a typewriter, book shelves, a file, a telephone, a desk chair, 
and t"'O comfortable chairs for visitors should be placed in each 
office . 
The 'llleatre (Auditorium) : '!he work crie:s out for an auditorium. 
1he a~istration believes a little theatre is out of the question. 
lttcO:ill , J!.arle, Radio Directing, New Yor k : }olruraw Hill Book 
Company, Inc. , 1940, p . 318. 
Plate VI 
F.i".l"< ~ 
T• OFfic;eS R"tl 
.Stu.cl lo 
1 
Floor plan showing combination control roo~claesroom at WSUI, 
Universit.y of Iowa. 
1. Ibid., P• 319. 
-
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The theatre must be planned so that the essential elements are 
more than just adequate for present contingencies. The building to 
be erected will be expected to serve for many years . It must be 
flexible . The following description presents some of the fundamental 
requir ements • 
.3tage: A stage floor measuring at least 60 feet in width and 
30 feet in depth from the proscenium wall to the back wall for a 
30 foot proscenium opening is essential. In this case the height of 
the proscenium would be about 18 feet. The distance from the stage 
floor to the gridiron framework should be 54 feet with six feet more 
above the wood and metal framework to allow a man to 1r1ork in that 
area. To faci litate crossovers a passageway is needed "across the 
stage either behind the back wall of the stage or under the stage. 111 
Soft l«>Od must be used for the f l oor so that scenery can be braced 
in t he accepted manner. A st age of the dimensions suggested would 
be large enough to permit the use of motor driven stage wagons work-
i.'1g according to the jacknife method. If the back wall is built of 
rough plaster and kept f ree of impedimenta so it will take light well , 
it can serve beautifully as a sky "drop . " it is suggested that the 
counterweight system be installed for controll ing the l ines . 
Lighting : ·A permanent swit chboard located so the stage ia visible 
to the operator should be included. The Adams Memorial Theatre at 
'villia.llls College places the switchboard in the orchestra pit. The 
installation is shielded from the audience by a hood; the operator has 
lHewett, Barnard; Foster J. F. , Wolle, M. s. , Pl ay Production 
T'neory and Practice, Chicago : J. B. Lippincott Company, 1952, pp. 134-135. 
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an unobstructed view of the stage. Other essentials for lighting 
will include a light bridge, possibly a flying light bridge, and 
such lighting equipment as spots> floods and col or screens. Front 
lighting must be carefully planned when the theatre is built. 
Accessory Rooms and Equipment: Students in Play froduction need 
a scenery laboratory and workshop, a storage room for scenery, and an 
adequate loading zone . 
Actors must have dressing rooms with hot and cold water \at ledst 
two should have showers), good lighting , make-up tables, mirrors, 
and closets. Two of these dressing rooms should be cormnodious enough 
to acco~nodate large groups often needed for Shakespearean plays or 
for musicals. Several dressing rooms should be set aside for one or 
two people. Those who play major roles deserve a chance to be alone 
if they wish. All dressing rooms must be equipped with full length 
mirrors as well as with the make- up mirrors already mentioned. 'l'he 
actors should have a green room near the stage yet removed suffi-
ciently to permit them to talk when their presence is not required on 
stage . 
A costume room and a property room must be located near the sta~e. 
An interconununication system connected to all parts of the stage 
house area and to the house area permits the constant control of all 
elements of the production . 
The House : An auditorium with aesthetic appeal , good sight lines, 
comfortable seats permanently installed for good visibility, satisfactory 
acoustics~and satisfactory hygienic conditions is the only type of 
house which will keep an audience in a ticket buying mood. 
lf a theatre group, even a college theatre group, expects to 
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continue to attract paying customer~adequate lobby area for 
facilitating entrance and egress from the house is essential. Thus 
mob rule is alleviated at all times. Tickets can be purchased or 
called for easily. Convenient to the theatre building a parking area 
must be planned. All these mundane considerations are basic to the 
appreciation of the artistry t he creative college company makes 
available to the campus and community audience. 
In considering this important requirement descriptions of the 
essentials of both the stage house and the house have been presented . 
The basic needs of the actors, technicians, and audience have been 
cited. Now it is necessary to mention two more requisites. These 
are: a rehearsal room needed for the Acting cl asses; and a lecture 
room vnth a seating capaci~ of 150- 200 necessary for class lectures 
and audio-visual work with large groups. 
A 1949 publication on the subject of theatre architecture written 
by Burris..l1eyer and Cole makes this remark, "To teach theatre requires 
the existence of an exemplary theatre plant just as to teach surgery 
requires an exemplary operating room. 111 This book giving authorita-
tive information on all aspects of theatre planning goes much more 
deeply into the subject than can be done here. The theatres at 
Amherst College, at Williams College, and the proposed theatre plant 
at DartJOOuth College furnish examples which Colby, although smaller, 
might emulate. 
The wagon stage suggested could not accommodate more than two 
wagons. It would be, strictly speaking, a jacknife stage, but 
l Burris-Meyer, Harold and Cole, ~dward c. Theatres and Auditoriums, 
New York : Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1949, p. 204 -
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decidedly usable . 
The counterweight system 'PIOuld make it possible to fly scenery, 
drops , and even a complete set if necessary . 
The light central in the orchestra l'1ould provide ample oppor-
tunity for cr eative students to learn to operate sensitive equip-
ment to enhance the mood of the productions. 
The scenery construction laboratory and paint shop containing 
the paint frame and its accessories woul d enable the play product:i.on 
class to revel in work which has often been a chore. 
All the equipment eventually to be installed need not be acquired 
at one time, but wise provision for . later installation will obviate 
the necessity of patching when the additional items can be purchased. 
Obviousl y the theatre section of Sa~er Hall will cost more than 
any other part cf the build:i.ng. However, the presence on the Colby 
campus of a really wel l equipp~d, beautifully appointed, functional 
theatre will contr ibute t o the facilities of the Departments of 
Speech and Husic and to the coll ege in general more than anyone who 
has not worked on an inadequate stage can realize . Not only will 
student per formances have greater scope, but the Public Affairs 
Committee can engage theatre companies to give professional per-
formances on campus. 'lhe observation of their work, the participa-
t i on With them in back stage work can contribute immeasurably to a 
student1 s experience. 
Rel ationship betvTeen town and gown, already friendly might be 
strengthened through bringing citizens of the To'WD. of New London 
into pl ays and radio progr ams as participants. Students trained in 
the several courses made possible by new quarters might render 
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valuable community service by appearing as speakers, as readers 
or as actors for clubs, church groups, and other local organiza-
tions. Such relationships hel p prepare college citizens to become 
better local citizens after graduation. 
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Personnel Needed 
to Administer Proposed Program 
To what extent must the teaching personnel of the department be 
augmented to carry the pr ogram outlined? 
A requirement would necessitate the provision of speech instruction for 
approximately 280 jmiors . When t he department sent the report to the 
Administr ation in May, 1955, the distribution shown in Table IV was 
suggested. Certain areas m~ seem overloaded. The r eason is that 
a fourth instructor could be hired only if an obvious need were created. 
The many extracurricular activities sponsored by the departmm t 
would remain as presently organized. Rouge Pot and Delta Ps i Omega 
would, no doubt, grow into larger am more important campus organi-
zations producing sever al pl ays each year. 
The James H. Burpee Speech Recital prepared almost entirely 
within class time would no longer remain a strictly extracurricular 
activity. 
Radio programs would doubtless be a product of class work, at 
least to an extent.. The principal extracurricular task of the third 
instructor ~uld lie in the production of plays. He might, however, 
rel y upon class hours to cover certain aspects of tl1e preparation which 
heretofore could be done only outside the regular teaching day . 
Ideally a theatre technician would be employed as a fourth mem-
ber of the team. 
The theatre combined with the speech laboratory, the radio studio 
and workshop, the cl assrooms, the rehearsal room, the audio- visual 
room, and the offices would raise the physical equipment of the 
TABLE IV. Indicating Number of Courses, Instructor Loads, and Estimated Number of Students 
Courses Number of Sections Size of Total Hours Total No. of 
+ per instructor Sections Per \'leek Students 
Fundamentals of Speaking'. .5 each semester 16 1~ 90 each semester 
(Reauired) 2 each semester 16 6 32 each semester 
Voice and Diction 2 first semester 15 6 first semester 30 first semester 
1 second semester 15 3 second semester 15 second semester 
Public SJ)eaking ., 1 second semest er 15 J second semester 15 second semester 
. Speech Clinic lndividual work necessary in most instances • 
(No credit) Open to all students in need of corrective treatment. 
Acting 1 through the year 20~( 
Play Production *~ 1 through the year 20\ •t Oral Interpretation 1 either semester 15\ •t 
Fundamentals of Radio \1 through the year 15\ . 
3 Instructorey would be needed to carzy the above program. 
No. of Hours 
12 hours plus 
Speech Clinic 
15 hours 
12 hours 
* (1) Chairman of the Department 
Voice and Diction 
Fundamentals 
Public Speaking 
Speech Clinic 
t (2) The Second Instructor 
Fundamentals 
The Third Instructor 
Acting 
pl us extracurricular 
actiVities noted 
Play Production 
Or al Interpretation 
Fundamentals of Radio 
) each semester 
3 each semester 
3 each semester 
3 
2 sect ions first semester 
2 sections f irst semester 
both semesters 
5 sections each semester 
1 section each semester 
1 section each semester 
1 section each semester 
1 section each semester 
20 \ '() 
20 \ .(1 
15 P1 
15 \ •t} 
1 section second semester 
2 sections second semester 
l section second semester 
Extracurricular, 
Dramat ic Clubs, Plays, 
bpeech Recital, Radio 
trograms 
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Department of Speech of Colby Junior Coll ege to a position equal 
to that of any other junior college except stephens and would 
place Colby on a plane with most senior colleges and with many 
universities . The personnel of the department would then be ex-
pected to meet the challenge to produce results worthy of the 
plant at its disposal. This chall enge the Department of Speech 
is eager to accept. 
CHAPTE4( VI 
S001ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
98 . 
The message the late Franklin D. Roosevelt presented to the 
Seventy-Seventh Congress on Januar.y 6, 1941, is remembered for a 
series of declarations called the "four freedoms." Basing his 
statements upon Article I of the Bill of Rights t he t hirty- first 
President said in part, "In the future days which we seek to make 
secure, we look forward to a world founded upon four essential 
human freedoms . 
"The first is freedom of speech and expression eve:cywhere in 
the world . 
"The second is freedom of every person to worship God in his 
own way . . .. • 
"The third is freedom from want.... • 
"The fourth is freedom from fear ••••• 
"That is no vision of a distant millenium. It is a definite 
basis for a kind of world attainable in our own time and generation. ttl 
As the introductory paragraph in this study suggested, the 
American people do not question the justice of granting premier 
importance to the freedom of speech and expression. However, many 
citizens do take that right for granted. It has been shotom with 
What reluctance speech was accepted as a respectable citizen in the 
lihonssen, Lester and Gilkinson, Howard, Basic Training in Speech, 
(~uoting Franklin Delano Roosevelt) , Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 
1953, p . 471. 
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academic community . let speech forms a cornerstone of free exis-
tence. 
Dr. Karl R. Wallace presented 11An Overview" of 11 T.be F i eld of 
Speech" in which he declared, "perhaps no field of learning in the 
academic corranunity has a greater stake in the preservation of our 
basic freedoms than the field of speech, and no field has more to 
lose in a. totalitarian society . 111 
History : A glance backward over the discussion presented in 
this study shows that speaking was taught in the school on New London 
Hill for several generati ons before Colby Junior College was founded • 
.Although the su.bject was not called speech, it was frequently re-
quired as an adjunct to other disciplines. A requirement of sorts 
existed in the era ~en 11public declamations occurred once every 
. 2 
week before the entrre school." In more than a hundred years the 
instit-ution under consideration has never come any closer to a speech 
requirement than it did in 1863. Not unti l 1886 did ~man' s right to 
speak receive official recognition in this institution. Throughout 
its history the students of the school showed interest in oral expres-
sion> f or mentioned in nearly every catalogue was more than one organi-
zation sponsoring speaking activities . 
Under the Department of English an actual speech course appeared 
for the f irst time in 1931. l',or the next ten y ears English instructors 
lvlallace, Karl R., 11 The Field of Speech, 1953 : An Overview, " 
The Quarterly Journal of Speech, Volume XL, Number 2, April , 1954, p . 128 . 
2Tenth Annual Catalogue of the Of ficers and Students of the New 
London Literary and Scientific Institution, New LOndon, New Hampshire, 
for the Academical Year 186 3, p. 18. 
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presided over academic speech offerings . 
The new department variously named in its siXteen year history 
came into existence in 1940. As shown this department has passed 
through many vicissitudes since its establishment sixteen years ago . 
The evidence shows that growing pains and personnel changes r an ram-
pant during the first six years of departmental history. 
The review of the years 1946-1956, which mark the tenure to date 
of the incumbent instr uctor, indicates that the number of teaching 
hours increased from nine in 1946 to fifteen in 1956; the extracurri-
cular load, so heavy from 1946-1955, became lighter when an assistant 
was appointed to direct the two full- length plays during the current 
year. Sponsor ship of dramatic clubs, supervision of speaking programs, 
and participation in committee work remained unchanged. 
Chapter III outlined the present courses, reviewed the texts, 
described the equipment, and cited the limitations of the department. 
This section indicated that the major weaknesses apparent are the 
direct result of lack of space, time, and equipment. 
Results of Analysis of Other Programs: Chapter IV showed that 
all the junior colleges studied except Westbrook offer more than 
three courses in speech and employ more than one instructor . An appraisal 
of speech t«>rk in senior colleges and universities indicated that 40 
per cent of the institutions considered use speech tests, 56 per cent 
teach public speaking, 52 per cent include oral interpretation, 48 
per cent offer play producti on, and 44 per cent present radi o . De-
partmental designations vary greatly within the group. 
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Recownendations for Future ~rogram: Chapter V proposed a 
future speech program for Colby Junior College. This program Will 
include a required course in Fundamentals of Speaking for all en-
tering students except those whose speech tests show they are pre-
pared to take the more advanced offering in Voice and Diction. 
Elective courses recownended are Public Speaking, Oral lnterpreta-
tion, Fundamentals of Radio, and expanded courses in Acting and Play 
Production. A Speech Clinic is suggested also . 
Facilities needed to carry out the present program are a speech 
laboratory, three classrooms, a radio- studio classroom, a theatre 
(auditorium), and a suite of three faculty offices. All these are 
described in some detail. 
Three instructors will be needed to carry out this plan. Their 
class loads and extracurricular duties are shown in Table lV. 
These proposals have a practical significance, for they have 
been discussed with the Academic Committee, presented to the Adminis-
tration, and re-evaluated in this paper. The actual program recom-
mended in Chapter V became a part of the official department report 
submitted to the President by the Academic Committee in M~, 1955. 
As recently as Friday, April 6 , 1956, the President reported to 
the President ' s Council made up of all the Department Chairmen, that 
the Chairman of the Board of Trustees plans to 11pushu the construction 
of Sawyer Hall and a new dormitory, both within the next five years. 
If he follows through, as there is every reason to believe he Will, 
this "proposed program" can become a fact. 
Boston Universit7 
l.kho.ol of' Eduoa.tien 
Library 
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There is a need now to dralif the pl ane outlined into a blue-
pr int so that the relationships of the parts to the whole "theatre 
wing" of Sawyer Hall can be seen; a study of the lighting installation 
and of the 1nter- col!ID1lllication system is necessary. Theatre acoustics 
must be carefully considered. 'Ihe r adio- st\Xiio cla8sroom and the 
speech laboratory botb described in some detail here need further 
consideration. No attempt can be made in one paper to incl ude all 
the facets which compose the whole. No one person is qualified to 
3peak authoritatively in every field involved. 
The purpose here has been to plan a speech curri culum f or Lolby 
in 196o and in tlE years to follow. '!hat program must be placed in 
an adequate setting, provided with modern equipment, and adminiStered 
by at least three instructors. 
'lhe Department of Speech, for as such it will be knolill, can by 
1960 offer tbe specialties of several phases of t he field. 'lhe main 
task has not changed; tbe aim remains "to enable Colby graduates to 
meet the practical demands of a vocal society. " 
Professor H. A. Overstree·t w.rote in The Mature Hind, "The human 
being is bom inarticulate . Most children learn to talk the language 
of t he people aromd them. Yet few of them in adulthood are so able 
to say what they want to say with confidence, precision, beauty, and 
a sensitive awareness of llhat i s fittlng in the situation-that the 
co11111unioative experience hol ds more of s uccess than of failure . ..l.ll 
no area of our maturing, in fact, is arrested development more cocmon 
than in the area of co:antmication . lt is so col'UTIOn that it is not 
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even noticed; it is taken for granted as natural. The person who is 
mature in his communicative powers is noted as an exception to the 
rule. 'l'he person who is inunature--halting, clumsy, obscure, rambling, 
dull, platitudinous, insensitive-- is the rule. 111 
That is the indictment and the challenge of the Department of 
Speech at Colby Junior Coll ege. 
1overstreet, H. A., The Mature Mind, New York: W. w. Nor ton 
and Company , Inc .. , 1949, pp. 54-55 . 
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